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The goal of the radiation modeling effort was to develop and implement a radiation 
algwithm that is fast and accurate for the underhood environment. As part of this CRADA. 
a net-radiation model was chosen to simulate radiative heat transfer in an underhood of a 
car. The assumptions (Muse-gray and uniform radiative properties in each element) 
reduce the problem tremendously and all the view factors for radiation thermal calculatioris 
can be calculated once and for all at the beginning of the simulation. The cost for online 
integration of heat exchanges due to radiation is found to be less than 15% of the baseline 
CHAD code and thus very manageable. The uff-line view factor calculation is construct& 
to LE very modular and has been completely integrated to read CHAD grid files and the 
output from this &e can be read into the latest version of CHAD. Further integration has 
to be performed to accomplish the same with STAR-CD. 
The main outcome of this effort Is to obtain a highly scalable and portable simulation 
capability to model view factors for underhood environmerit (for 8.9. a view factor 
calcutation which took 14 hours on a single processor only took 14 minutes on 64 
prmessors}. The d e  has also been validated using a simple test case where analytical 
solutions are available. This simulation capability gives unckrhood designers in the 
automotive companies the ability to armunt fnr thermal radiation - which usually is critical 
in the underhood environment and also turns out to be one of the most cornputationally 
expensive components of undehod simulations. 
This report starts of with the original work plan as elucidated in the proposal in section B. 
This is followed by Technical work plan to accomplish the goals of the project in section C. 
In sectron D: background to the current work is provided with references to the previous 
efforts this project leverages on. The results are discussed in section I€ This report ends 
with condusians and future scope of work in section F. 
ELI Firstyear 
Initial Model development 
rn Develop the radiation heat transfer model and p e k m  preliminary integration into 
the CHAD code. 
EL2 SecondYear 
. Model Refinement and Integration 
Complete t k  radiation model integration 
Work with ANL and other partners in performing an evaluation of condenser 
models and development needs for implementation in CHAD 
6.3 Thirdyear 
Verification and Validation of Commercial Version of the Code 
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Work in co-operation with ANL and other participanb to improve the models 
rn Verm and Validate new models within me framework of the release version of the 
CHAD code 
A stancLalone FORTRAN 90 code to calculate view factors for radiation mudel is 
developed at ORNL under a previous CRADA by Williams et al. (Ref, 3) This is based on 
the FACET mode developed at LLNL by Shapiro (Ref. 4). The integration to CHAD has 
been accomplished by another routine that computes the source terms to the energy 
equation. Some of the tasks, which need to be performed for the completion of tasks listed 
along with work plan. are: 
a) Evaluate the current thermal radiation algorithm as compared to others in the literature 
to see whether the net-radiation model is efficient and accurate enough for underhood 
simulations. 
b) Paralldize the stand-alone routine to have reducec wall-clmk times for view-factor 
calculations. With the use of SCALAPACK routines available and HPF compilers, this 
step can be easily achieved The parallelization procedure will he done using Shared 
Memory Parallilkation (SMP) in the beginning and later extend to Distributed Memory 
Parallelization (OMP) using Message Passing Interface (MPI). 
c) Validation and verification of the view factor calculations and if possible the validation 
of thermal radiation m d e l  in totality coupled to CHAD or STAR-CD. 
d) Explore more intelligent and inbuilt approach to lump computational elements into 
radiation elements rather than the need to do them manually. On a same note. a 
provision should be provided to only deal with the most crttical elements based on 
criteria like (line-of-sight, surface properties like temperature & radiatiori properties). 
The problem being addressed is similar to the ones found in the stirdies of 
Computational Geometry and Radiosity in Computer Graphics. A rigorous s u m y  of 
available literature in those fields can give enough insight addressing this problem. 
Work plan described above is expected to produce a working and validated thermal 
radiation model completely integrated into the CHAD code with possiMe migration to 
STAR-CD. The capability will no1 nnly b~ hetpful in studying the Underhood problem but 
also in any ROW where heat-transfer rates due to thermal radiation can be significant. 
D.l Comparison of thermal Radiation lllkdek commonty wed: 
Over the past 3-4 decades thermal radiation modeling has received attention - this is due 
to both the need for some applications and also the ability to incorporate thermal radiation 
effects with the advent of super computers The mcst popular choims for simulating 
radiative heat transfer are (Rsf. 1 8 2): 
a) Net-Radiation Modet 
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b} The method of Spherical Harmonics 
c) The method of Discrete Ordinates 
d) Zonal Methds 
e) Monte Carlo Methods 
One of the main hindrances for mcdeling thermal radiation is the exorbitant computational 
cost associated with modeling the full set of radiative transport equations Thermal 
radiation not only depends on the surface properties but also the characteristics of the 
incident rays and the properti= of the surfaces where the radiation is being emitted. In 
some instances, using Discrete Ordinates methods, the cost of the thermal mdiatiori 
model can reach 90% of the total solver time. This essentially means the computational 
cost increases by 10 times just by adding radiation model to the basic solver. in 
Underhood environment several assumptions can be made and thus a net-radiation 
model a n  be applied. More details of this m d e l  are described in the next sedion but an 
important observation is that addition of the radiation model only increased the 
computational time of the baseline solver by 15% and thus making radiation modeling very 
affordable. When the assumptions as detailed in the following section fail, Net-Radiatim 
model does not offer the best framework to model thermal radiation. In other words. this 
model is severely restricted but the assumptions made are usually valid over a wide range 
of problems of practical interest - induding HVAC applications. 
DP Net-Radiatkn Nlodel for GRAY-DIFFUSE Surfaces 
In the previous section various methods used for thermal radiation model are mentioned 
and of them Net-Radiation model is the simplest. Consider two surfaces are listed in Fig. 
1. If the following assumptions can be made: 
+ 
The temperature is mnstant over each surface but can be different from others 
The radiative surface prowrties are uniform 
Diffuse-Gray assumption. The emissivity, abosorptivity. reflectivity and transmissitivity 
are independent of direction and wavelength 
All the radiation properties are at most dependent on surface temperatures 
The geometric view factors are same as that of black-body and do not vary with time 
for a fixed geometry 
Air is assumed to be radiatively non-participant medium 
The semi-transparent surfaces are assumed to be symmetric such that radiative 
properties are same on both sides. 
The view factor between surfaces I and J reduces to the fdlowing equation (for more 
details see Ref 1): 
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Equation I 
The main advantage of the a b v e  assumptions is that these view factors can once and for 
all be computed at the begiririing of the simulation and can be rsused. This drastically 
cuts down the expense of the thermal radiation wlculations. In the following sections more 
detailed information will be provided about b w  these v i m  factors are computed and also 
how the view factors are used to compute? the heat transfer due to radiation. 
Figure 1 View factcr CalculaSon 
D.3 Implementation Details: 
In the previous section an overview of the net-radiation model is given. In this section. the 
implementation of the net-radiation model is reported (for more details see Ref. 3 & 4). 
The view factors are cwnputed offline using CHADVIEW code. This is a recast of FACET 
code (Ref. 4). Here is a brief description of the CHADVIEW code. 
D.3.1 Stand-alone CHADVIEW code (Appendix A): 
This cock calculates geometric view factors (F ki} 
It is recast in Fortran 90 and memory is dynamically allocated 
Interface to read CHAD mesh and input files has been implemented 
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Provides input to online routine User-Srcs and LU factors for efficient linear solver 
The geometric view factors can be calculated from Eq. 1. The straight way of integration IS 
to discretize in the following manner. 
, .., . 1  ... , .. ... , .1  .,. , , . .. ,. , .. . , , . .. . , , ._. .., ._. , ., ._.. , ._. , ., . Equation 2 ~~1 ~ 'F, 9, COSP, c w ,  ,%A, 
7r I? A: 1=1 ,=1 
This procedure turns oul to be very expensive and inaccurate. It has been found that 
alternate procedures can strike a balance between accuracy and speed, For two non- 
adjacent surfaces with no shadowing - one of the integration can be pehrrncd 
analytically and arrive at the following expression for cmtour integration, This is extremely 
efficient compared to Area Integration and is reported in Ref. 4, 
1 ph s-F, $,lnTl c , e i l  ,...,. ............................................................... 
2~ 'i ,=I  
Equation 3 
Jonnavithula (private communication) at adapco, NY found that the above expression is 
not dimertsimally correct. On further exploration, it was found that in most of the literature. 
above equation was referred to but no pdnt was made about the dimensional 
inconsistency. It twns out that irrespective of what scaling one uses, the above formula is 
correct as a contour integral of a Constant is zero. When the surfaces are adJaCHI1. 
contour integration does not work as it leads to a singularity. Mitalas and Stephenson (Ref 
5) have performed analytical integratim and have come up with the following expression 
for view factors 
Only when the above conditions are not met - resort to Area Integration is taken. More 
details of the implementation are given in Ref. 4. 
D.3.2 Subroutine User-Srcs 
Once the view factor information is obtained - it is used in the fdlowing expression to 
calculate the heat  fluxes from thermal radiation. 
, . Equation 5 
In surnmav this routine provides and details are available in Ref. 3: 
4 Online integration of thermal radiation model into CHAD 
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It is &led fmm subroutine sources in CHAD to obtain surface hwt fluxes due to 
radiation 
Capable of handling parlially tramparent and transparent surfaces with external 
radiation loads 
The algorithms implemented in the stand-alone code are present& in the previous 
sections. In this section, Ihe results obtained are reported. First experiments were to 
establish the computational cost of radiation model and also with respect to the cost of tke 
online integration of the radiation model with the baseline CHAD solver, This is followed by 
a report on the SMP parallelization and then the DMP parallelization. A simple validation is 
presented at the end. The present CHADVIEW code is not integrated completely into 
STAR-CD format and thus direct cornparisoms to STAR results were not pehrmed. 
The first set of results is for a simple case of curved duct with square cross-section. The 
computational details of the problem abng with the various timings are given in Fig. 2. 
From these details one can conclude that view factor wmputations are most expensive 
part of the CHADVIEW routine and Contour Integration is called most numkr  of times. 
The computational cost also increases as the number of subdivisions of the element 
increases. It has been also found that running this problem with additional contributions 
frnm thermal radiation only adds 15% cost to the baseline CHAD sotver. This is very 
reasonable compared to h e  computational expense of other radiatinn solvers. 
Problem S i x :  4 1 16 Nodcs, 3 1 68 
Cells 
1764 Surface Nodes 
View Factor Computations: 
3 Subdivisions: 
=View Factor Uompt. : 272 Secs 
*I ,t 1 Factonzatioii: 7 h  Secs 
7 Subdivision$: 
*View Factor Ccmpt. : 2241 Secs 
=LU Facturbaliun: 63 Sccs 
*LI = 880538; US = 51 1; A I  = 134872 
Figure 2 C u d  Duct of Square Cross-section (with radiation) 
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E2 SNlP Pamllelitation: 
The results from the previous section indicate that the view factor calculations can be 
expensive and they are even more computational intensive as the number of surface 
elements increase. The first approach to address this issue is to parallelize this code so 
that the view factor calculations can be performed on multiple proces$ors. The first step in 
this direction was to have a shared memory implementation. The IO and was performed 
by the root prmssor. The code was profiled and the most intensive calculations were 
divided for different processors while the less intensive calculations were performed by the 
root processor. The parallel performance of this SMP code is shown in Fig. 3. There is 
near ideal scale-up till 4 processors and the parallel performance degrades at B 
processors. This is typical of SMP paralleliiation and this might be aggravdd by the fact 
that some less intensive work is only performed by the root Eased on this study it was 
decided to have a distributed version of the cDde and the results are reported in the next 
section. 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 . ’I 4 6 8 I O  0 
Figure 3 Parallel Scale-up for the SMP version of CHADVIEW 
a 
E3 DMP PamWization: 
The CHADVIEW d e  has been parallelied for shared memory systems and has been 
reported in the previous section. The shared memory parallelization - even though easier 
to implement lacks in the area of high efficiency at large number of processors and also 
very restrictive to certain mmputer hardware. Here a brief overview of the parallelization 
strategy is given abng with some results shaving the parallel performance. The following 
sb-ategy has been adopted to port the CHADVIEW to distributed memory systems using 
MPI: 
The IO operations are handted by the root processor . The surface element information is processed by the root processor and on dl the 
processws 
0 Equally distribute the view-factor computations on all the processurs 
The viewfactor information is cullected to the root processor using MPI allreduce 
(message size is controlled for efficient operalion). 
The LU factorization IS carried out using SmLAPACK 
View factors are obtained for the earlier sample problem of curved duct and are plotted in 
Figure 4. The parallel performance is near ideal all the way upto 16 processors unlike the 
SMP version of the d e .  tt can be also noted that the most intensive part of the code 
{view factor calculations) is highly scalable. A more detailed profile of the code is given in 
Table 1. Here it can be observed that view factor calculations are very highly scalable and 
even for such a small problem ScaLAPACK performs reasonably well for the LU 
factorization. 
K;,,th Id I%IIv.c.!.mY 
Figure 4 Parallel Scale-up for the DMP version of CHADVIEW 
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I No. of Procs. I 
. . . . 
8 1 Chadview Routines 16 
I .3 Initialization & Data input 
-.I..I.- 
Area*view factor computation I 726 
I .55 I Reciprocity calc. & output 
1 .28 1 Row-sums calculation 













2.60 I 2.6 
.26 .27 
2.53 I 1.75 
Table 1 Profile of the 3MP versiun of CHADVIEW 
To test the distributed parallet version further - a problem wrth 4,800 sumface nodes is 
chosen. This is a simple cube with thermal radiation. The parallel performance is shown in 
Fig. 5 and the super-linear scale-up is observed till 32 processm. Further it scaled well 
upto 64 processors. It is worthwhile to note that the calculation that would have taken 14 
hours on single processor only takes 14 minutes on 64 processors. 
Nuratm uf k o c t ~ w r s  
Figure5 Parallel Scale-up for the DMPversion of CHADMEW for the Cube pmlem, 
I O  
E.4 Simple Validation: 
In the absence of detailed experimental data - a simple validation has been performed. A 
cube with enclosing walls is used as an example. The problem is shown in Fig. 6 
Analytical solution yields a value of 0.2 for the view faactor between the bottom surface and 
the top surface or bottom surface and any of the side surfaces. Figure 7: plots the error for 
both the surfams. A trapezoidal rule was used for contour integration and the 
perpendicular surfaces employed the Mitalas and Stephenson method as the contour 
integration gave rise to higher error. As you can note from the figure that the error does not 
decrease as a second order scheme and it stagnates after 5 subdivisions. A 2"6 order 
quadrature integration was also employed with similar result. 
. - ,  
BORU& ShddCt I Ll 
Figure 6 Simple Validation caw 01 a cribe 
I 1  
0 1 .Oe-Q5 
I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I 
5 10 L5 
Figwe i Nurnber of sub-elmnts vs Pbsolute error for the Cube 3roblerr 
Comparing Fig, 7 with Fig. 8,  where computational time is plotted versus number of sub 
elements, one can conclude that for this problem one can use just a few subdements to 
get reasonably accurate view factors without incurnng too much computational cost. More 
detailed studies like these on real problems will provide valuable database to determine 
semi-autwnatic patching and subdividing algorithms for view factor calculatiuns. 
I 2  
4.0s-03, 
I I I I 1 
Figure 8 Camputalional time versus ikmber of sub-elEmenis. 
The goal of the radiation modeling efbrt was to develop and implement a radiation 
algorithm that is fast and accurate for the undmood environment. As part of this CRADA, 
a net-radiation model was used to simulate radiative heat transfer in an underhood of a 
car. The mst for online integration of heat exchanges due to radiation is fwnd to be less 
than 15% of the baseline CHAD &e and thus very manageable. The off-lirie view faclor 
calwlation is constructed to be very modular and has been Gomplelely integrated to read 
CHAD grid files arid the output from this code can be read into the latest version of CHAD. 
Further integration has lo be performed to accomplish the same with STAR-CD. 
The final outcome of this effort is a highly scalable and portable simulation capability to 
model view factors for underhood environment (for e,g. a view fador calculathn which 
took 14 hours on a single processor only took 14 minutes on 64 processors). The code 
has also been validated using a simple test case where analytial solution is available. 
The future scope of wo* includes more dose integration with STAR-CD and testing rea 
underhood geometries. Detailed validations against experiments would be V E ~  useful to 
examine the mlidity of various assumptions used and the accuracy of the thermal 
radiation calculations. A wnsiderable effort can be used in the area of k t ter  algorilhms for 
shadow calculations and also in the areas of developing rule-based algorithms for 
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patching and subdividing elements. A prelude to such an effort are given in the following 
section 
In this section Some overview of the alternate algorithms for shadow calculations and 
patching will be reported. Based on limited literature search and the understanding of the 
thermal radiation model -these mnclusions are arrived at T k  algorithms are not testd 
to have complete understanding of the gains they d e r .  
G l  shadow Computations 
Here is a brief outline of how shadow wmpiitations can be performed in serial. This 
procedure will reduce the computational cost. This is due to the fad  that the algorithm 
being proposed is of order N2 whereas the original algorithm implemented in CHADVIEW 
is N3. 
Extract wall surfaces 
Create Hierarchy ofthe surfaces based on number of surface nodes 
Use ray tracing to sweep through surfaces in hierarchical fashion (from the nearest 
objects to the farthest) 
Start with the nearest objects. Determine the shadow region and the lighted 
region with respect to the Object picked and source. 
No more computations in the leeward side and the objects in the shadow of this 
object (refer Fig. 9) This is the case because the objects in the leeward side do 
not see the current source. 
This procedure is of order N' because one has lo only march through points on 
the object surfaces which are lighted instead of all the surfaces in the enclosure 
as it is currently set. The Gost is coming up with a suitable parallel algorithm. 
Once the line-of-sight matrix is built, the view factor computation is relatively 
straightforward like before. 
Use visibility mark and visibility interface to perform this operation in paralleL (Fig. 10 and 
Ref. 6). Here rays are shot in all directions to determine the shadowflighted region. This 
information is mafied on the visibility mask and projeded to a visibility interface - a  plane 
dividing the regions on different processors This information is communicated to all the 
prwssors and these are associated with each soum. Each prmssor  will march 
through the information sent from all the sources retevarit to it, to determine what the final 
shadowllighted region. This procedure caii be used to extend the above outlined algorithm 
for parallel computations. 
The proposed method has not been implemented but added to this reporl for any future 
reference, 
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Figure 9 Reuslng theshadcw Informatlon fmm the green sweep In the blue sweep. 
I 
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number uf i surface nodes Choose a grid point on the largest surface (source) and shoot a ray 
-Initialize 
through the interior surfaces belonging to that processor 
.Send Visibility Masks to neighbors 
*Read sources arriving fiom other processor. put thm tn queue 
*'I'erm i iiatioii 
Fgure 10 Visibility Mask and Visibilily Interface 
6.2 Grouping elements or defining patches: 
The industry partners have expressed interest in more user-friendly ways of grouping 
elements or defining patches to reduce computational exwnse. Currently, in commercial 
software only has provisions to prescribe the patches manually and this process can be 
very tedious and error prone. Here is a methodology proposed to addres that: 
Cannot be done apnori {has to have built-in information regarding shadows and 
topography of the complex geometry) 
Set of user controllable rules to determine the patches 
Determine the most contributing view factor 
Look at neighboring elements to determine how the view factor varies with 
respect to the element identified in the previous step 
Patch nodes on user specified tolerance 
The above procedure can be an automated way to arrive at patches. It is also conceivable 
that if the problem warrants more expensive radiation modeling approaches - the above 
promure can be used as a prepramsing step to improve the efficiency of the radiation 
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! CHAWIEW is based on the view fador oode FACETwritten by 
! Dr. A. 6. Shapim of Lawrence Lbermre National Laboratow. 
! Ref.:A. 8. Shapim. "FACET- A Radlatlon V i w  Fadorcomputer 
! C d e  for Axlsymtr ic,  20 Planar, and 3 0  Gsometries rvtth Shadowing", ' 
! Methods Oevelopment Group, Mechanic71 Engkering ne@., 
! August, 1983, Rpt. UCID-19EBT. 
! 
! The fDllowing mdrfications were made to FACET to proo'uce CHAWlEW ' 
! I Remove subroutines rela:ing to axispmtric and ZD planar 
I geomtries 
I 2 Remove all subroulines relating to 17e creation offammilied 
I Uiwcl a m s  files. 
I 3 Recast entire code into FORTRAN 90 
' 4 Added Uynamlc memory management. 
' 5 AddEd mding from CHAD plus new coding to prwide interface ' 
! 0 ,  Added cudirg tc calculate LU factorizaton ofAMAT usiw 
I subroutines from LAPACK. 
' 7, Minv rnodihcation to F W S  version and some debugging 
I 8. Open-MP garallel diredives for shard  memow parallelizatlon 
I 9. Mddified to use built in BLASfor greater sfficbnsy 
I 10. Completely in sync ivlth : &98verslon d CHAD 
! 
! PaulT Wllllam, Ph D. P E. 
! Computational Engineering Section 
4 Computational PhFim and EnginEetirg Orvision 
4 Oak Ridge National Labmt3 ry  ' P 0. Box 2008 
! Building W;1. tIS8415 







wlh CHAD input and mesh files. 
* 
!** Modrtied 'cy Sreekanth Pannala n*cDnnnrc*'''Mc**'--M~ 
I""" 3ak Ridge Natir.al Laboratow 
I""" P. 3. Bar 2008 
!** BuIldirlg6012 MS 6367 ,** 





* A *  
, tm**rrt**n**r+rr****rr"rr*,**rr**t**rHI**ff**~LI**ff**~*.**f~*.*.*t  
! 
! , m ff ft w m * - - _m - - * +m . m - - m n ** - R *mn n I* * ( * * * * r r " I r * ~ t * * r * I * * * a r , * . * * * ~ t . * + m * * . t * t m n r t t - t . + t r r m t . + t m  
md ule setreal k 
~~*n.*nn**.r.H-,, , ,- ,~,~*,,+tcrrr+lm 
! PURPOSE 
! Set precision for type r e a  variables 
]+rc**.**nmrnn~*m*.~**rnrm*Hrmr*w~-*mt*-rrt*-  
implicit none 
intwger, parameter :' setpr = selectad. rel_kind(15,307) ! Uwbb 
integer, paramder :' selpr = s~I~c~d_real_kind(15,307~ ! NEW CHAD VERS 
end module setreal-h 
! integer, parader  :: setpr = sslectsd-re,-kInd(6,37) ! single 
! 























































IMnes  mnnedrvky within an ekrwn: ammg vemces. 
mnnedlans. and faces 
Refer to the fullowing flyure and definitions for unambiguous 
definitiois of output variables. 
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OUTPUT VASIABES. 
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€@e No. Conna ic i  
1 1-2 5 
2 2-3 6 
3 3 4  7 







€%e NO Connection Edge No Connection 
. 
1-5 9 5-6 
2-6 10 &7 
3 7  11 7-8 
4 4  12 8-5 
Note: Each connscfion vector in the aSws table is defineo to 
be ongma:tng from the flrsl vertex and polnting 
b a r d s  !he second vertex For example, ccnnedion 1 
is from vertex 1 to vertex 2 The medianmesh boundary 
areas are complatld consistently wrth this conventran 
= Four verticEs assocrated witi- each lacs of 
the element in c o u n l e c b c h x  drebon while 
viewing from the outside of the eiemeni (see the first table) 
iveM 
Vana ble indices fw co lcops and local temporaries 
integer ib ,ibl ,ib2 ,ib3 & 
a1 ,if2 $3 ,if4 I & 
if5 ,E $ace , &  
h ,Nj j l 2  j l 3  & 
hr4 ,rv5 ,iv6 
s a w  ib,tface 
Fact? variables 
intger iverlf (4 ,  6) 
saue lwvertf 
Mediawmesh txluridary variables. 
integer wertt, : 2 .  ' 2 )  
save ivertb 
Define face variaoles. 
d a t a i v e r f f 1 3 , 4 8 , 7 , 1 , 2 , 6 5 , 4 . 1 , 5 , 8 , 2 , 3 , 9 , 8 &  
Deflne medlan-mesh boundary variables 
data lvertb I 1, 2, 2,3 3,4, 4, I,& 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
........................................................ 
............................ , , , , . , ..... , , , , , , . , , . , , . .  , . 
3,2 1,4, 8,5,6,7! 
1 , 5 ,  2,6, 3 7 ,  4,R,& 
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5.6, 6, 7, 7 .8 ,  8, 5! 
I 
! 
I . . . . . . . . . . . .  
erid nudule elkmenth 
usesetreal h 
real(setpr) dimensic~i(3,6) ..cpulo 
mtqger , nurmp numel,icp: 
integer m a l  ,maxa,rnaxb,nblk,ndiu 
integer ' :jin, jout. jlog, jabs 
w e  cpuio 
end mduk pnrnay-h 
module conpar 
include 'rrpith' 
VanaUes to be dedared for parallel i n b d i o n .  Added by 
Sreekalth on 1Q25H30. 
- my prclcessor Id {ltvarles from 0 io nproc-I j 
nurnPCs - total number of nodes 
inleger :: nyPE, numPEs 
mpierr - used for error checking 
.NTEGER : n p i ~ r r  
ir i tqer . .  nodesi, nodesj, !i&desk 
mot represents the 'rwt' processor. For now it is defaurEd to 
zero 
intqer :: root 
data mot H3/ 
declaration fo: stonng filebawnams, e g. xxxx000.dat 
CHA!?ACTER(len=3) ' '  fhnamc! 
I 9  
end r n d u  Is cornpar 
rnduls parallsl_rrpl 






Integer : '  lev 
call MPl-lnitjisrr: wH MPI-Check( 'parallel-init:MPl-ln~ I, ierrj 
call MPI-COMM-SIZE( MPI-COMM-WORLD, numFEs ierr :I 
call MPI-Ch&( 'parallRl_init'MPI-Comm_sirF! ', iwr ) 
call MPI COMM RANK( MPI COMM W3RLD. rnyPE. ierr ) 
call MPI Check( 'pamHE! init MPI Cc,nrn sue ', ierr) 
return 
frid subroutine pam.lel-init 
subroutine parallel-fin[l 
integw :: ierr 
call MPI-Flnalixs(ierr) 
all MPl -Cr l~q  'pa~lI*I-init:MPI-FhaIizF: I, ierr) 
return 
end sumutine aamllel iin 
subroutme MPI Chsck! msg. ierr ) 
haractw( Isn="j,intent(iri) .. m y  
int$y?r, intent(in) ien 
character{len=512) emnsg 
ilteger :: resuklen 
+(IN ne MPI-SUCCESS )then 
call MPI-Erro-stting( iwr, e m ,  rssul!lsn ) 
print*, 'Error I, msg 
print', EW(I resuklenj 
stop'" ERROR ' 
endrf 
return 
erid sdbiuutine MPl-Check 
end m d u  le para1 le1 mpi 
,tt*~~f**rm*lf*tmm~m~*fmHlf**mmc**m*Hc*m**mH* 
program CHADVIEW 





I Not applicable, inain pmgiam 
I OU1 PLlT AKGUMkNTS 
A computer program Ihatwll rEad in CHAD input and mesh files 
and CalwlatE geometric vlewfadclrs for fuhre USE by the 
CHAD radiation heat tran$ffer m d e l  
I INPUT ARGUMEN rs 
I ..................................................... 
! Problem size. 
! .................. , , .  ,.. , . , , , , . , . , ............................ intqger nelemax ,ides ,nnodemax ,nnDdss 
characrer ’120 mash% ,run-hbei 
intagex I .iagC ,naqs 
charader ‘24 dstr 
cha:acter ‘120 irlfile line 
charader ‘20 outfile 
i n t e r ,  dimnenson~l6) : :  error 
.. ...... 
! Local variables 
I Global variables 
logical radlatm. spading 
integer ndru 
real (setpr) sigma sola 
save <adlation, stlacing, syvla, sular 
integer dintnsmj I,allwatable . NODETvPE 
real :st!pr),dimensbn( ),allocatable : X 
real !setprj,dimensior! ),allocatable : Y 
real :setpri,dimrslon! ),allocatable : I  2 
real !saty],dlmenslon! }.allomtablE .. EMISSIVITY 
real !satpr),dlmenslon! ).allocatable ’’ TRANSMlSSlVlrY 
- -_- . . 
I Nodal arrays 
I 
I Elementat arrays. 
’ Vertex arrays. 
integer, dimension( -I.allocatabie : ELETYPE ELETvPE;nelemax) 
mteger. dirnensicn(:. ).allocalable :. NODES ! NODES(6,wlerrw) 
nteger. dimension(:, ).allocatable :. nds ! nds[Rrielerna.x) 
! ................................................................ 








end suboutine check alluc 
subroutine check deallo~s~ing,ermr.nsrr.nl out) 
character*[’) st‘ing 
integer nerr.nf out 
integer enwjrierr) 
end subroutine hMk-dealloc 
subroutine fopen-write( fin, u ,  ilw) 
charactera, intent(in) ::fin 
ivteger, intenl [in; : .  u 
integer, optional :: ilog 
end subroutine fopsn-write 




lcgical radiation shading 
character*l& infile ,mshfik ,Wn.labEl 
real (setpr: sbgna mlar 
end subroutine read-input 
subrwhe sehp (nip-Iree,ntp-freeslip, n@-irrflow,& 















ntp-piston,ntp..tmpsrc ntp-rimmrc,shading i d w , &  
nelemx,ne:*s,nnodemax nmdes,meshfile,rdn-la bel, 8. 
nf-temf .mesh.nf in,n' out nf bg.nf abs.& 
ELETVPE,NODES,nUs) 
NCSErYPE,X,YJ,EMISSIIW TANSMISSNITY & 
use setreal h 
luyiwal shading 
iriteyer nt tec nf-mesh k i n  ,ntout , & 
r t l 0 g  K a b s  ,& 
ntp-free ,ntp-frees$,ntp-inflow ,ntp-int ,& 
ntp-.rnksing ,ntp-noslip ,ntp-outflow ,ntp-piston , B 
ntp-tmpsrc .ntp-L;vwsn: 
character *I20 meshfile ,run-labPI 
i r t qe r  n m  .ne Imw ,nelEs ,nnodemax , & 
nnodes 
integer NODETYPE (r8wlemax;, 
real (setpox (nnodmaxJ,Y jnnodema*).& 
2 (nnoderna),EMISSIVIlY (n ncdenaxj,& 
TKANSMl SSIVITY(imo&rla*) 
mtqer ELETYPE (nelemax ) 
integer NODES (8,ndemx }> nda (5,n-?lemax} 
Endsubroutire setup 
subroutine ~~ettKJ(nnodemav,nelen~,nf tec.nf in,a out,nf log.& 
rif-ak,sgma.solar,EM ISSIVITY ,TRANSM ISSIVITY) 
use setreaCh 
intqer :: nnodenax,nelemax 
integer :: ntlec,rrf-ii,nf-out,nf-l~,nf.abs 
real {setpr) : :  sigma solar 
mal {setpr), dimension(*) :: EMISSIVITY 
mal {setpr!, dimsnslon(*) : TRANSMISSIVITY 
en0 subrouiine facft9O 
~libroutjn~! uersion!ooderame dstr) 
character '8 mdename 
character '24 dstr 
end subroutine versm 
! , mtmt.+.+.+m'++rrcm'+ 
end :;ltaiace , " *a* . * * * * - * * f l - l * *H  
. . .  , . . , . . , . . , , . , , . , , . , , . , . . , , , , . . , . . . . , , , , . . . , . . , . . , , , , . . , . , , . 
CI -*  CI - nm CI " m P 
Initialize timing utility 
call timing (Oj 
Initialize the prongram. 
Mu. mw HI u1 *m *m f* *f 
*te**w**-*,**,* 
, L L * * . f * ~ . L L * * f ~ * ~ ~ L 1 * t  
Inibalae MPI &yet mu glolal PES eniployec 
call parallel in:; 
Senerate file basenanie f c r  LO3 files 
il00 = ~nt!myPE'lOOj 
i10 int((myPE-i100'100)110) 
i l  = irlt((myPE-il00'1GOiI O * l O ) i l )  
i l00 = 1100 +48 
i10 =ilC, +cS 
I I = , l  +48 





Dale and ilme (dsyrj will be retJmaU by subrcdine 
'"VERSION T k  blank initialimtion is heing used as a 
**Rag for VERSION indicatq thal this is the start of me 
"' pKqfam and notthe end 
callversion('CHADVIEW',dstr) 




rf(nargs.LE 0) then 
infile =':had.in' 
elseiqnargs.EQ.1) then 
call gstarg{l .Inflle) 
SlSB 
if(myPE.sq root) then 
write! d-log 1)1 (If, 1 3x, & 




Read t h ~  user data file (INFILE) 
wII read input{infile.ndiv.n~shfIre run. lakl,radiation,& 
shading,sigma.sola(i 
d (.NO hadiatiori) theri 
qmyPE.eq root: then 
WT~E (r~-log,'(Lr' RADIATION flag ias not bsen set to .TFiUE.",& 
endf  
wits (nf-wt,'(!/" FADIAYIQN flag has not keen mt :n .TRlIE ",& 
I*,**llll*~*~*~.1,**~*,,~,****,* 
,++, - - * * w m M " f* " " f 
" in CHAD input file: ",a301 d 
" Job aborted.":') inflle 
" ic CHAD inputfile, ",a30, 8 
" Job abcrled.")') infjle 
endd 
f f t .Cttcmf. t t - - - t . t rm+.+*+-  
Open the mesh file. 
* L H H * r n H M m *  
read(nf-msh "(a):, line 
read(line,') nelemax.neles ,n ncddsmax.nnodes 
rewind[nf m s h j  
clwe(nf m s h )  
Allouale HEAP rnmory  
**..l*mF... --l;.3 
c - - M - * * 3 
allocate ( NODETYPE (nnodemax), 
allocate ( X jnnodernax), stat=error!2) ) 
allocaie ( Y innodemax;, stat=wor!?i) ;, 
allocale ( Z (nnodemax), staFemr(4) ) 
allocale ( EMISSNIW(nnodemax), staFerrofl5) 1 
albcate ( TRANSMISSIVlW(nnodPxnar), stat-emr(61 ) 
albcate ( ELETYPE ( nelemaxl. stat=error{7) j 
albcate ( N O E S  [&nelernax), stat-ertcr(8) ) 
mwte ( nus (5,nelMmx). 3tat.emr{lt] j 
.IS therf suffiaent memory ta solve the problem? 
call check a l l~CHADVIEW,e~r ,9 , r f_out )  




flnalze and terninate MP1 
all paraI'el_fin 
StGp 
end program CHADVIEW 













wite !a forrnat(3 A), fmt='.[i2.2)'? len trirr(stnrg) 
loop error do i=l .nerr 
! 
rf { ermr(i) .EO G i cycle loop. error 
wnk (rCuut. sdvsnce='NO', -3 
fr-l='(P Allmtiuri errwr! In 'y) 
write (rrf-out,fmt=aformnat) strirg 
write (rrf-out,fmt=-(' Error['.P.;,= ,My) i.error(i] 
write (rrf,out,& 
24 
fmt="(' HEAP memorj allowtion unsuuxssfu  Il'YY') 
lert= TRUE 
en3 do loop-error 
it [lefr! ihen 
endf 
wrlts {nf-out, advancs='NO, & 
wits :nf-oL:,fmt=a-format) strilg 
end submutine check alloc 
write (rrf-out,fnf="(' Execution aborted!')"; 
AOP 
frnt=''!i: HEAP mmoryallomtbn SuCcsAslul in 'j") 
l 
subrouiirie check-dealloc(striny,error. ne1 r. nf-uui) 
c I-------__f_rrmf-_X_rn_X_-I__---*L 
I PURPOSE: 









mile (a_foormat[3:4), fmt="(i2 2)": len-trim(stnrq: 
lcop emt do i=l  ,nerr 
! 
rf(  em$) .EQ 0 j cycle loop error 
write (nf out, aWance='NO'. & 
wrik (rrf-out,fml=a-fornat) string 
wnte (rtout,fml="(' Errw!',Q,']='.W) i,error(i) 
wfitE(nf-out, & 
lerr = .TRUE. 
fm(='(Y Deallotxtiun error! in ' ) }  
frit="(' HEAP memory deallocation unsuccessfWly) 
end do loop-eror 
if (Isrr] then 
WE (nf-out,fW="(' Execution abortsd!'j") 
stop 
endii 
write (nf out a d v a n c d W ,  & 
write(rf oul,lrnt=a format) sting 
end suSroutine ch&deallw 
frnt="(O" HEAP marnory deallocation suaessful in 'y) 
! 
subroutine check-ios {string" ,string2,ios,nf_out) 
C , - ~ f * - m f * t r r * ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ -  
! PURPOSE' 
! Check for IOSTAT error$ opening files 




character3 . .  al-torrral= "(aNN]" 
character"5 . .  a2-turmal = "(aNN]" 
deger iwnf-out 
+flies .NE. 0; then 
writB (al-format[3+], fmt="ji2.2)"j bn-trim(string1) 
wrlte (a2-format(3:4). fmt="(12.2)") ta_trlm!stnng2) 
wrlts (M-out, advanca='NO & 
write (nf-olit,fmtal-fcrmat;8 s ~ q l  
writs (nf-out, advam='NO & 
! 
frnY!;!'"*lOSTAT ERROR ir 'T;, 
! 
! 
fmt="OKould nd apen ')"I 
wnte (nf_out,frrt=a2_fcmat) dring2 
wrlte (n'-out frnt='WS = ' 16f') bs 









connected = TRUE 
irquire! mit=nf und,opsnec=mnnwtsdj 
unit ioop : do i=1,73 
6( .NOr,wnnecied ) EXIT unit loop 
nt-uriit = nf-unl + 1 
inquira ur. i~r f -uni t ,opened-~r i i iEi l~)  
end do unit-low 
end subroLtine get-unit 
stlbrautine satup(nt~-frFle,ntp_freeslip,ntp_lnflow, & 
ntp-ht,ntp-missing ,n!j-noslip,ntp-oLtrlw, & 
ntp pdon.ntp-lmpsrc,nt~src,shading,rdnr, & 
nelemax,n~es,nnoUem~,nnoUes, m&tik.m n lab€;, .$ 
nf tec.nf msh,nf n.nf out.nf log,n' a b ,  & 




Create an inpul Neforiha FACETSO code based on Ihe CHAD irput file. 
C ( m * m U l - m * * m - * m H m w ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ , , ~ - ~ , . * * m  




I , -tf'+tffmt.t.-dt. 
1 *+ Interfaace Prototyvpes ** 
I 
intetfacE 
subroutirie reacl-mesh(nf-inesi rif .log,meshfile nelemameles & 
nnodemax,nnodes,NlClDETYPE, 8. X Y,Z ELETYPE,NODES,EMISSIVITY, & 
TW\NStvlS81VlTq 
 us^ setwal_h 
intqger nf-mash <nf-lq & 
nelemx ,n&s .nncdemax ,nnodes 
charader *I20 meslfils 
in tqer  NOOEWPE (nnodm'w: 
real (setpr;, X hno&maxj,Y :nnodamax), 8 
TRANSMISSIVITY:nnoUemax) 
integsr E L E W E  {nelernax 1 
intqer NODES (8,relemw 1 
End wtmutine read-mesh 
subrwtine IopEn-wrlte( f n, u I&) 
2 (rndemax) EMlSSlVlrV (nnodemx), & 
26 
daradaf20 intsnt(inj. fm 
inlqer intect (in) u 
inlqer optional 11% 





Globalvariables (scalars and serisl arrays) being passed 
.... 
- .  
through the argument list. 
Pa ramet8 rs 
logical shadilg 
i n t q d  nf-tec ,nf-mesh ,nf-ir, ,nf-out & 
nf-log ,nf-abs , & 
ntp free ,atp freeslip,ntp inhw ,ntp int , & 
ntp missing ,rtp rloslip .ntp oufisw ,ntp piston , & 
ntp tmpsrc .ntp uwsrc 
. . , , , , , . . , . . , , , , , . . , . , , . , , . , , . , , . , , . . , . . , . , . , , . , , . . , . . , . , , , . . , , . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pro bkm size. 




















. .  
.... 




logical cross-flow, window 
integer dimension[l6) : error 
intsger adim,nurnmt,nurnn p, numel,ndiv,nblk,nmt,i~~c~ncpl,ibug 
iqteger knO.nmiss,inc,i 
integer :' nface.jface,ieie 
iiteger, dirnension(4) " i i i r ;  
,?teger, dimension(4.6) ' '  NFACFS 
5ave numnp,numel,knO,nmiss,inc I 
"Jodal a m p  
ntzger, dimevsion!nnodemar) 
real (setyr~,Uimension(nriodeinax) .: X 
rea (setpr~,dimension(nriodeinaw) .: )* 
real (se~r),dimension(ririoleniax) .:2 
real (setpr),dimension(nnodemax) .: EMlSSNlTYl EMISS!nno&maxj 
real (setpr),dlmenslon(nnodemax) : TRANSMISSIVITY !T(nnodemax) 
Elemental amp 
integer, diwnsion!nelfnax) ' '  ELETYPE ! ELETYPE( nslemj 
Vertex arrays 
integer, dlmnson{8,netErnax) :: NODES ' MOCIESp~nelernax;, 
integer, dimnsionp.nelemar) :: nds ! nds(5.nelemax) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' NOCEWPE I NODETYPE(nnodomax) 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
....................................................... . *m - t* m ** - 1 
Read Me mesh data 
* - H - _f c 1 




** +m * *m Ft ff * *t *t f*  - H H *tm H H *m * 
QEt EMlSSlVlM and TRANSMISSMITY at cross-flow bnundariss 
 ere( NOD€TYPE.EQ.ntp_inflcw OR NCDE7PE.EQ ntp-wtflmv) 
end where 
Create th2 CHAD-VIEW iriput file 
chadvewin = %had-view'ilfbnernei~.in' 
call fopemwrite( chadviwin nf-in, ilog=nf-.og;m 
........................................................ 
EMISSIVITY = :.O 
















write title card 
wrik (rrf in.'r' CHAD VIEW input file: ",aW)')mn label 
inilialie soine mntrd data 
idim = 3 
iurnmal = 2  
iurnnp =nnodes 
nblk = 0 
Irot = o  
IchKk = o  
7CPl - 0  
ib$ = O  
kno = o  
nmiss = 0 
inc = o  
detemrns enclosure element UFfinitions: Calcdate n u m l  
rlumel= u 
loop over all elenmts in CHAD w s h  
elementloop do BIG = 1 ,rieleriyax 
nfaa=0 
Imp wer Gfaces of each element 
face-lmpl: dojface = 1,6 
ibbEd(:j = NODES( hem(: $ace),iele) 
test each face for boundary faces 
if ( NODEVPE(hvr?rt(l)j .GT. C 
-t'++ftttt,,, 
- * '+ - - * - * * f 




NODETVPEjiwert{S)! .GT. C .ANG & 
NODETVPEjWert{3)! .GT. C ANL & 
NODETVPE(iwert{4x8 .GT. 0) THEN 
rrface = nface + 1 
NFACES(:.nfacf) = iivert::) 
end+ 
end do faoe-lmp 1 
test fora solid or av interior elernenl 
if [nfaoe.EQ.O) .OR, (rface.EQ.5j ;I cyde alaneiitluup 
(as-bop2: do $ace = 1 ,nface 
niimel= niimt t 1 
cross-flow = .FALSE 
wirdow = .FALSE. 
do iface = 1,4 
nds(rfa&.nu m ~ l )  = NFACES(5ilacqface) 
if ( NODElYPE(nds(iface,numeb) EQ ntp inflow & 
.OK. NOOETYPE( nds(iace iurnelj) EQ. ntp o u M m  ) & 
crus$-flow = .TRUE. 
rf TRANSh~lSSIVITY(nds~~~ce.numel:) GT.0 0) €i 
;inlow = .TRUE. 
end do 
nds(5,numsl) = 1 
if (cross-flow) !hen 
nds(5:numelj = 2 
elseii (wkmw] then 
nummat =3 
nds(5 iurnelj = 3 
end? 
end do face .loop2 
end do Element loop 
n n ** " mt* *I " - - - +. 
Checkfor i n tma l  shading 
f{shadig) nblk = n u m l  
nnm c _m c ++ - * x 
*HIHm*IHH 
write conirol card 
chhmMc*rnHIu, 




w r L  ( r t i r  ,140) ndim,nummst,numnp,nunei,ndRl,nblk,nrot,icheck, B.
ncpl,i bug 
c-_Xc-- 
wrile nda l  data 
do 1=1 numnp 
sld do 
wi le  endmure elemnt definitions 
00 1-1 numel 
end do 
write blocking surface definiticrls 
f(shadingj writs (nf-in230j 1 ,numl~ l  , I  
rewind and close chadview input file 
rewind (&in) 
close (un C=nf-in, starbekeep') 
h a t e  t h ~  TECPLOT input file 
chadtecplok 'chad-tecploti,rfbnamt.:r.in' 
call fopen-wnte( dadteqlol  nf-tec ilq=nf-log) 
write (ri tec.200) nmrlp.ncrnel 
do 1-1 ,numnp 
write (nf-tec,ZlO) X<ij,V(i) Z(I),EMISSIVITY(i) 8 
end do 
do I= 1 ,numd 
snd do 
close TECPLOT inpui file 
&se (unit=nf-tec, status='keep') 
** w - " " n mrr* 
wtite (M-in,lW) i,X(i),Y(i),Z(q,kno 
111**11*,,.1**11**,"Il**l*flll***ll 
Hffffff,,.tftm*,,tt+trtt,+t,tt, 
vmte (qf-in, 199) l,(nds(j,i),j=l ,5) ,n miss, m:: 




~ ~ i * + t * * F t t * ~ * t ~ + ~ * m * ~ ~ ~ t  
* I l ~ * t * ~ l " l * * * * * * ~ L L * * l l * ~ " ~ ~ ~  
TPSINSMISSIVIlT{i) ,NODETYPE(i)!I 0 
(nf_tec,22Qj (nds(i i)j=I ,4j 
+k*mff*w.*l* 
f***FhM+**H+it*+*f* 
140 format (1 OiS! 
160 fomat(i6,5x.lp.Yel2 5 16) 
190 format (816) 
200 lormat('TITLE=','h',,'CHAU VIEW ENCLOSURE UEFINITION',I h"/ & 
'VARIABLES=',th",'X,lh",',',~,lh",'Y , I K , ' , ' Z x  B 
IP  TRANS' Ih",',',& Ih",TPE'.lh"! B 
1h"Z Ih"&,:h",'EMIS, lV,',',&, & 
'EONE N=',E,' E=' 18 ' t=FEPOINT ET=QUADR'LAT€RAC) 
210 forna! (lp,5(2x,e12.5) Cpa,i3) 
226 foma: (4!1x 16)) 
230 forma? (316) 
end subnutme setup 
C I fC - - - -Xm- tC IX~- r r * r -~ r t r *mrr r r ,m- * * r * .n r r *  
!f=" '"C 
*-C 




I*- , using the FORTRAN 93 intrinsicfmcion date-and-lime -C The subrouline fdale mates a t h e  and date string *C 
'*C I t t *  
I*** 
111" f f *  
........................................................... 
Paul T Williams "*C 
c 
! 
subrcutme fdate (date timej 
Character74 date time 
I i t S F r  eknlents(8) 
ctia'aLter7 rnurithb(l2) 
data mcnths I Jar' 'Feb', 'Mat, 'Apt, 'May', 'Jm'. & 
'Jul', 'Adg', 'Sep', Od, 'Nov', 'Dec' I 
call dats-and-+irna ( VALJES=elsments 1 
invalid' If( elements(1) NE -HUGE!O) 1 t h ~ i  
Entury if [ elernents[l;8 LT. 2WO ) thm 
slernents(l] = elsmsnts(1j- 1430 
elemenh:l) = elsmsnls(1) - 2MO 
rwn:hs! ekrwnts(2) ), B 
else 
end I century 
write ( date tinf,lC10 } elsrr~rits(3), 8. 
elernents(1) elaments(5), B 
elernentsl61 elemntd71 
IOO format i2.2, : x ,  a3, IX '12.2, IX, 8 
P.2, " i2.2," i2.2 1 
else invalid 
end d invalid 
end subroutine fdate 
date-time = ' ' 
subroutine read char(var label.var defaukhle) 
' FURPOSE. 
' INPUT ARGJMENTS. 
I 
I var = Vanable to be read, 
I 
' 
I file = Input tile unY number. 
' va- = Set to the desired value 
Reads ctlaracter variables froin tw input file. 
label 
var-dafauH Dafauk valuB oflhe variabls VAR will be s& Label to wskon the input filefor readiw VAR 
tc thls valus If not found on the Input Rle. 
' OlJTPlJT AqGUMfNTS 
,.,t~~++tt+ttttttf*ttttt.*t*ftt*tt*+m*,tt*m******tt*****t*+tl***~**~ 
usewkal h 




I Return entire line in vanable LINk ERROR IS TRJE T l a S d  was 
I 
Read aata Me urgl the line beginning wRn labcli$ found 
no1 bund in data file 
mII redd-fik(lirs,ibq ,eNur,labE bile) 
If LABEL was noi found, set VAR to its default; othewise 





va m a  r- d efa u H 
wnte~nf-out,'(lx,a20 19x a37,' (defau1t)'i') labsl,var 





v a w a c  default 
Wmtg(nI-out"(1 x,aZO, 19x d37, (default)? ) label.var 
vflcstnw 
wtejnf-out"( Ix,aZS, 1% a)") IabeLvsr 
andi 
end subrcdtine reaPchar 
I --,,"-~--~~----------,--- 




! NPUT MGUMENTS: 
! labe -- Label tc s e k  on the inputf. e 
! tile = Input file unit wmber 
! OUrPUT ARGUMENTS. 
! line = Line frwn input file amtalwrig LABEL. 
! ibeg = Position of spacs in line follolving LABEL. 
! emor =Errorflag. 
Reads the enbre file 10 wmh fx  LABEL. 
C ,t~FtUltm*m*mmlnt*mHlmHHMIDIC..Immm*-~*mc+-*m 
! , , , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , *tt**~****ll**HII**1**1111* 
! * Interlam Pratotypes ** 
imp1 ci( nons 
, tcm'+tf-t.c.tf-t.t.t+ 
i nte dace 
subroutirie sad  Mtlne(line.end.dle) 
I y iw  end 
inkger Sle 
character *['I I!ie 
Ir&a emr  
integer ibeg 
charactsr *(*j line .label 
end subroutine read-nxlns 
subroutine ~ead_labelIlabel,ibeg,error line] 
end subroutine read-label , l~f*****1*****11"L1*l**ll"l* 
end interface , -t.tttt-I+***&t*t*l* 
! . 
! Slubal variables being passEd Wmugh !he argLmnt list 
logiwl error 
integer ibeg ,tile 
;harack *r) line , l a k l  
! ~~ 
! Local uariaobs. 
logical looking 
character '120 labdl 
___ 
I , , , , * ~ f , ~ , + f * + * ~ ~ ~ ~ f l t * l t t H * m H ~ * m " . * . . C ~ c 3 - *  .. _. -~ 
3t 
I Rewind the inpLtfile and initialize somB da:a 
rewind( file) 
error 2 FALSE 
lwhrg=.TRUE. 










fllabell EQ label) lobking = FALSE 
endd 
enddo 
end submutine read file 
I t.tcmt.trcmc.~ttHf***.l.**ti**"*11*.1*1""ll*x****,t**+** 





! INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
! 
! sommnd l i e )  
! nf. in = User-input ftle (INFILE) unit number 
! OUTPdT ARGUMENTS: 
! ndb = number of subdnrisions for -aUiatiorl slirfacss 
! infhfik = File name fm the m h  data 
! run-lab1 = Character slflng for m e  title 
! radiation = logical flag to rgna; radiation b a t  transfer 
! 
! &ma = Skfan-Bohmnri mnstant in correct units 
! solar a lar  insotah f o r w i n d m  i:i mrrecl units 
~*f*~,..hrM~~~rcmwm*...mmnm**n+cnnxtrm+r+-rr* 
%ads the usw input file. 
!7fle = File name of ths user input data (entered on the 





! . . . , , , , , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , -tmf.tttmt*.t.**ff*..L 
! -* lnterfacf PrototyDes ** , e-----"-- 
interfa= 
subroutine check io$ (stnngl .stnngZ.ios,nf .3ut) 
chaacter'("; string1 
character"(') s h y 2  
integm iw,nf-out 
snd submutine checkios 
submutlns read-chaflvar. label,var-defauH,ifile) 
end subroutine reatcnar 
wubroutme read-int[var,label var-delault,Kle) 
intqer Kle 
character '(') var ,label ,var-default 
integer var ,file ,var-d&ult 
characler *{') label 
end subroutine read int 
subroutme read ,ogid[var.label var-default,ifiIs) 
integer dilf 
logical var, vai-cleIautt 
characler *r) lahel 
end subroutine rmd-luyid 




real (setpr: var var-default 
character *('I label 




L - -- ._ __. -. _-- 
Global variables him passed through the argument list. 
logiml radlatlon ,shadiHg 
lnteqer ndhr 
character "(') infile ,mesh?le ,nin-label 
real(selpr) sgma solar 
Local vanable 
l o g i ~ l  restart default .radiation default , & 
shading default 
integer nflenia-deaault ,neles-defaun , 8 
nnodemar default rlmdes default , & 
ndiu default 
inkger ios 
chafack '1 20 mesh file-defav't ,runiakl-defaull 
real (setpr) slgma-default , wlar-ddault 
























lnitielie some variables. 
Define default values. 
edb-default =5 ' default number of subdivisions 
mbhfile-defautl =&ad msh' 
runla bel-asfaull= ' 
radiation-defau b==.FACSE. 
shading- cefaul =.FALSE 
Stefan-Boikmnn constant = 5.67051E-08 WIm"2-Kh4 
Stefan-Boltunann comtant = 5.67U51E05 argsiscm"*2-K*4 
signla-defautl = 5.67O51 E-08 ! defautt Sefai-Boltmiann constant (MKS) 
signla-defautl = E.67O51 E-05 ! default StEfayBobmann wiistanl (~gs:~  
solar-default = 0.0 I default solar insolation 
%en input file. 
open( ~-in,file=in~ls,actio~~read',status='old', statios) 
call ChFfCk-ios !'nad-inpuV,infik,ios nf-oui) 




" * * ~ ~ * l l " l * * ~ ~ * ~ L 1 * ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ " " * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , * * ~  
****fft.*L***ff*.,.*tm*,*t****~~**t*~*r~~***a*,~~***a*,r~******r 
Write(*,'(/ 1x.71,: ')I") 
n *rm *. " - " 1 n - - " t* m f* nrr* *I " t*cf I 
Read one vanabls at a time from the inpd lik. 
call read-diar (run-label,'RUN-LABEL',runla~ei-delauIt .nf..inj 
a l l  rEad-ChW (nesMae ,'MESHFILE' .m~sMile-defauH ,nf-tn) 
call r e a d _ l ~ i c l ( r a d i a t i o f i , " , r a d i ~ i o n - d ~ a u ~ , ~ - i n ~  
MI) rRad-lwicl(shading ,'SHADING' ,shadin-defau% ,nf ,in] 
MII mad-int {ndirr ,'NDI"RAD ,ndb-default ,nf-in) 
MII read-real jsqma ,'SIGMA ,slgma-defau% ,nf-in) 
MII read-real (solar ,'SOLAR .solar-dslault nf-In) 
Cbse input file 
dose(nf in,status='keap') 
--x--H--HM_.---c-* 
* *  H tt * n * * * * 
e +m H ff tm ft 
33 
I 
subroutine read-iI~t(var.la~l,var_defauH Me) 
Reads integervariables from the inpulfle. 
C , * - - -  c -  H - rr_l m H x - - w m H x - - *. 
! PURPOSE. 
! 
! INPUT ARGUMENTS 




! file = Input file unit number 
! OUTPUT ARGUMENTS: 
! var = Sstlo the dssrfed value. 
label 
var-default = %faultvalue of the vanable. VAR will ee sEt 
= Labfl to seek on th3 Input file for reading VAR. 
to this value a not found on the input file 




! , , . , , . . , . . , , . , , . . , , . , , . , , . , , . , , . , , . . . . , . , , . . , . . . . . , , , , . . , . . , , . , , . , 
! -* Interface Pmtotypes 
, _ m f * H - - - H 3  
, 3*cl".n.Dnr*H...-nl. 
interface 
su broutlne ~ad-fi,elllnB.lbeg,error,la bel,ifilej 
loqiml emr 
integer ibeg ,file 
character *(') line lab4 
end subrouliw read-fik 
subroutine reacl-label$=ikl, ibeg,eror,linej 
logical error 
integer beg 
character *(y :ine.label 
end subroutine rEad label , -"*,"+*-,"- 
€rid IllkrfdCe , -cI-***mcI-*--cI*I 
! Globalvariabtes being passed through :ha argljmsnt list. 
integer var .fils ,var-d&ault 
character ' r )  label 
Local variables 
logical error 
integer i b q  
character '120 line string 
-~.*~*m-m*n*H******.n*rr***,.***rrn""-"**m 
3ead data file until the line bginning wrth label is found 
Setum entire line in variable LINE ERROR is ,TRUE, d label wns 
not found in daiafila 
call n a d - f i ~ ( l i i a , i ~ g , e r r , l ~ e l , i f i l e )  
If LABEL was 7otfou?d, set VAR to ks default; othenvise 





wnqnf  out."(lx.a20 2x,137,' (default)')") label var 




wrk(ntout"( lx,aZQ,&,137 ' (detaulty)") label,var 
read(stnng,*) var 
wnte(nf-ouY( lx,a20 Zx,i37)") label,var 
endf 
sndsf 
* * n * n t * * * n * * * * ~ * * r r * * ~ t ~ ~ t h m ~ ~ ~ t * ~ + H t m ~ -  
and subnutme mad-ink 
1 PIIRPOSE 
1 
1 INPUT ARGUMENTS 
I ibog = Pwmon from where to start W search 
I lire = Line fmrn inpdt file contaning LABEL 
! label = Label to sEek on the tnpulfile. 
! ibeg = PwUon of space in line following LABEL. 
! em( =Errorflag 
Exkaacts the LABEL (containing no spaces) ?err the tnput fik 
1 OUTPUT ARGUMENTS. 
C ~"n**n~...-~HHcHH3~~""-",M-".l.H-*....**rmMl 
implicit none 
Globalvanables being passed through the argument list. 
logical e m  
integer bsg 




! Local variable 
integer ich ,lineten 
I , *e**** &*.H.**f~...t 












! Find the end of sltirig, 
! --------- 
do id~= SqJinelErl 
enddo 
Extract LABEL and the position dspacci bllnwiw it 
labd(' , ich-i~~line:ibff3,ich-l) 
Ibeg=ich 





iflinqich:lch).NE ' ')then 
f(line(ch:kh).EO.' ') exit 
! n m ~ w * m ~ f l ; M w * ~ w w ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~  
I ~ h * m ~ n ~ * r r r r * t ~ t * t * r r + r ~ * t t ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ t ~  
1 
I fftm.,.t+tm~*tttrt*t.+****,~,***&*.,.t*rtt***.t**tt**r,t*ttt 




' INPijl ARGUMENTS. 
I var = Vananle to be read 
I 
I 
4 f.le = Input file unit nun-& 
Rsads kqcal varlables from the Input flle 
label 
var..defaul= Default value 3f the vanalrlg VAR will k set 
= Label to seek on the inpiit file for wadirg VA!? 
4 ;o this value if not found on the input file 
1 * * , . . , . , , I, , . , * . , , , , . . , . . , * * , , . , . . * * ,  , , , * . , . . , * , . , * . , , , , . . 
1 -+l--+l----- 
1 C.' Interfa2 Prototypes I** , rnHrrc*HI+**m*Hm*m 
interface 
subroutine w~-fiIs:line,i~g,hrror,lahEi,iMe) 
logical e m  
integer ibeg ,file 
character *(+) line ,label 
end subroutine r e a d  file 
submutine real label( labeI,ibeg,error.line) 
ioyical errw 
inleger ibeg 
character *(*) line,label 




!ll.ll.I."-I I -, --- 
! Global variables beiw passed through the argument list. 
lq iml var ,var-defaL It 
Integer file 






cnaracter '120 linE .string 
*fH**CTr*..***-,HH-n*-***c**r-**Hn**r*nnmn**". 
Read data file until the Iir,e beginning with label is found. 
Return entire line in variable LINE. ERROR is .TRUE. rf labe; was 
not found in data file. 
call -ead-fiie(lins ibeg,error. label,ifila j 
C LABEL was no! found. set VAR to its default othewise 
ewt'act its value from LINE. 
if(error:, then 
~ ~ f + m ~ ~ f h ~ n ~ * n ; M ~ ~ F * ~ ~ m ~ ~ # ~ ~ # ~ ~  
var=var-defau t 
wnte(rrf ou1"(1x,a~0.2x 137.' [dEf;idltJ')') 1abei.w 
call read labsl(string.ibeg,ermr,tine) 
else 
if(E9U) then 
var=va r-defa u It 
write(n-uut,"( lx,a20,h,l37,'  (default yj") lab3 ,var 
readlstnng;) var 




end siibroutine read-lqicl 
~ t t ~ ~ ~ h * ~ * ~ ; t f * R * i F t ~ ~ n ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ t f m ~ r H 1  
subroutine rfad-mesh(rif-mesti,nf.. log,nlesrfi~,nelemax.nelss. & 




! Rea& mssh data fmm MESHFILE. 
36 
! INPUT ARGUMENTS 
! nf-mesh = Mesh-iriputfile (MESHFILE; urit riumkr. 
I meshfile = File narre for the mesh data 
! 
! problem. 
I nalw =Total numerof elemen$ 
I 
1 nnodes =Total number of n d e s  
I OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
1 
' X  = x-coordinate of node 
! Y  = Ycocfdinate of node. 
! Z  =Z-coordinate of nods 
! ELETYPE =Element t y p  Hexahedmn=12, tetratiedrwi=E 
! Fymmid=8,pnsm=9,etc.(basiwlly tht n umbei 
! of nonzer+leigth connections). 
! NODES = Ltst of nodes associated wlth an element. 
! EMISSIVITY = nodal smissivities 
! TRANSMlSSlVllY mdal transmkshties 
! 
tdemax = Maximrn value of an element n u d e r  in the 
nnodemax = Maximumvaue of a node numsr in the problem 




Global variables big passed through thE argument list 
inkger nf-mesh nf - lg  
character *I*) meshfrle 
integer NCDETYPE(;8 
(setpr) X(7 Y(').2[7 
real (setpi) EMISSWITY(; IKANSM1SS1VII Y z  
integer IiLETYPt ( nelemax! 

















intqer i ,ibb ,ios , & 
ivvl ,wv2 , j  ,nbade , & 
nelsmax ,neles ,modemax ,modes, & 
npafents, nmnis, ispl 
character '24 n a w  
logm FLAGR (12 nelemx) 
Open the mesh tile 
open( &mesh ,fiIe=mesmi~,aLtiv~~=read',sta tuTuld',iustat=losj 
a l l  check-ios !'raad_me~i',rrr!stitile,ios,nf_clut) 
Read problem dimensions 
read!nf-mesh,') nBlemax,nBIas,nnGdBmax,n des,  & 
aparents,nconns,nspl 
Read standard nodal and Alementab data 
read(nf mesh,') nam 
rl(name(1 1 j . M  X )  then 
Endlr 
read(ntmsh,*) (X(i), I= 1, nnodemaw) 
read(nf-msh,*) name 
rf(rlame(1 1).NE Y) thsn 
endil 
md(nf -msh,* ]  (Y(i) 1=1 nnndemau) 
read(nf-msh,"j n a w  
f(name(1 1) NE'2)then 
- -~ ~ 
-,+.+-,+ 
cIITm*I*-cI 
*. f* nnmr -* tlcm CI m fl 
*I-U.-HIHm 
t*i**H***+*fh#*R*F*+k*+Lt*rn 
. t *+m*,*** t~t~~***~* . ,~ ,*~*~, , *~**~ 
wnte(nf log."(:!.'m"Error reading X""",f /y)  
3 0 P  
wrlte(nf-log,"[l!,' ""Error reading Y.-*,!T) 
dOP 




read{nf-mesh,*) (Z(iJ,i=l ,nnoUemax) 
reaU!nf-rnesh,') name 
if(name(1 6).NE 'NODESV) then 
writel ri-log ."[I!.' *-Error reading NODES, *'*'*',;$') 
stop 
endil 
read(nf-nesh,*) ((NODE3 id] ,i=l,a},j=l ,nelemaxj 
M i n e  element type based on forsgolng Element data The elemnt 
t y p  is deFned as the nuwber of nonrsrGlengih edges. The 
mtnimm allowabla element type is E (a tetrahecron). If this is 
nd tha MSe, print a mEssage a i d  abort the code. 
H.m*l~*cxcm+-c+~**n..~nrCI.3MTrHlfm*hm*l- 
Define a boundaryflag m Elewnts.  such that it IS FALSE at 
dudded connections 
First set t h ~  flag to .TRUE. e v e p  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B= TRUE 
E flag to FALSE where a connedion has the s a n ~  nude 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




WHERE{NODE~ivl ,:),E2 .NODES(~~, : I )  FLAGB(ib,:)=.FALSE. 
eriddo 
Now set Ihe flag to .FALSE. at dupllcale mnnections. For 
example, a tstrahedmn could be defined by merging nodes 3 and 4. 
and nodes 5 through 8 In this mse, mnneAion 3-7 is $am as 
connection 4-8. Ore of these rust  be eliminated to aciieve 
uiiqueness 




do ibb=ib+l 12 
ivvl=iuertb(l .Ibbj 
ivv2;iertb(2,ibbj 
WERE((M IN(NODESth1 ,:),NODES(iv2 ,:I), EO. B 
MIN(N0OESihZ ,:).NODES$d,:)j ) 8 
AND. 8 





Define element type by counting . I R E  cunnedas in  ea& 








writer,"(:/,' ""There are',K, & 
'zar~?-voIuma Elements In MESHFILE.""' ,O 8 
MCP 
dndf 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. -. . 
*.,tt*-*,+.tftm*.t.* 
Read the remining data. 
NC)OErYPE-Imp : do 
- - tclc *. R t*rrr " ** * 
read!nf_n~esti,fmt-'(a)',end=997j n6 me 
qnane( 1 :a) ,EO. 'NODETYPE) exit NODETYPE-loop 
e id  do N00fTYFE-loop 





end do EMISSIVITY Imp 
Ead( nf-mesh:) (EMISSIVITY(i),~= 1 ,nnodemax) 
readpf mesh fmI='(a)',end=WB) name 
f(name(1 I O )  EQ 'EMISSIVITY) EM1 EMISSIVITY loop 
TW\NSM!SSiVTr(_loop : do 
end do T94NSMISSIVITY-loop 
read(rtmesh ,*) ~ANSMlSSlV l lT~ i ) , i= l  ,nnodemx) 
read(ntmesh,~='(a)',end=~gI name 
f( name(? :I41 .EP. TRANSMISSIVW) exit TRANSM ISS IVITY-loop 
subroutine iead-nrtlns(line,enl, file) 
C , - H I H M H ~ ~ 3 m - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - ~  
I PURPOSE 
! 
! mrrwnenk and blank lines. 
! INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
! fils = Input file unl numbr 
! OUTPtjl ARGUMENTS: 
! line = Lirlefrm inputfiie 
! end 7 Flag for end-d-file. 




! Gbbalvartables be!ng passed %rough the argument list. 
logical end 
integer file 
churacter 'rj line 
I_. . ~ 
! Localvariabbs 









read jlfile,"(aY,end=999) line 
rf(lne(1 ,l).NE,Y.AND.[ine(?:l) NE,": end= FALSE 
enddo 
939 continue 




! INPUT ARGUMENTS: 




! file = Input file unit r-umber 
! OUTPUT ARGUMENTS: 
! var = Set lo the desired value. 
,mttrt+tmt.+mrrm+m,r"~-~nn*rrr*.rrr*mrr+rrr 
Reads floating-pcinl variaMes from the irput file. 
label 
var_&facilt = hefault value d the varabk. VAR will Se set 
= Label to sfek crl the input file forrsading VAR. 
C 
use setreal -1 
useylubal h 
uw mrnpar 
! - -  - - - - - - -  - -  - , -  . . .  ......... ................... 
! Intdact! Rututyps -* 
1 tlrf.""t**l**.***clwrrr 
, - H H m - M * c x w  
l r l terfm 
submtine nad-file(l~ns,i~,srror,label,lfilej 
Iqical emr 
int6gw ibsg ,Iflle 
:harmer *(*I IinFt ,labe 
end submirtine r+ad-file 
submiltine reaff-label(label,ibeg ,mo,line:, 
logical error 
integer ibeg 
character '(7 line.label 





I Global variables being pas& through i% argumeni lid 
integer file 
mal [sstpr:, var ,var-default 






cQaracter '120 line ,stmy 
Read data file until the line keginning with label is fcmd. 
Retuni entire line in variable LINE. ERROR is .true. if label was 
not found in data Me. 
call read-file(ti~e.ibeg,error,la~l,lfi;e) 
If LABEL was not found set VAR to fs defaiitl othEwise 
extrad its valus from LINE 
tf(wmr] then 
else 
. . ~~ 
I*C-*XXCI*C.CXCI*mC**C**CI-***I*lln*",H-*t~, 
H H * r m H ~ * m * * t ~ * m ~ H m H ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - * , ~ *  
var=var-d&ult 
write( nf out,"(l x.aZO.a(. 1 ~~37.14.' !dEffaJlt)'] ' j label,var 
call read la beH: slfiny ,ibey,errw,line) 
iqerror) th fn  
el$€ 
va-ar .defauH 
wri&[nf-out,"( lx,a20 Zx,lpe37.14,'(~efault)')"] label var 
read(string,Y var 









! INPUT ARGUMENTS 
! ibeg = Pos.tton from where to gad the search 
! lina = Input line. 
! OUTPUT ARGUMENlS: 
! string = D w e d  dab placed I the character slring. 
! ibeg = Position uf spsoe in line followins the String 
! error = ~ m r f l a g  
! 
! 
Rsads a sttirig from inpul lin? and places it in a charactEr 
c p+r+f+rmmm".*nmrr~r*rrwm*wrc*-~~~--~-*.~,** 
impliul mite 
Global variables being passed through the argumn? Ilst. 
logiwl error 
integer ibeg 









Find the &inning of input st?in~. 
do kh=ibq,lir8elen 
ermr=.FALSE, 
6Xi l  
endif 
mudo 
iqline$h ich) EQ '"'.ORline(ich ich) EQ.""') ich-lchtl 
ibeg 7 ich 
Find the end of stnng by starting at end and rnoving badwards. 
do ch=linelen,ibeg,-I 
end& 
if(line[ich,Jch) EQ."".OR.line(ich:ich) .EQ.""'j ich=ich-I 
iend=ch 
Mract  the strirg and psil ion of space following f. 
stfing(1 :iend-ibeg t 1 )=lins(ibqg.iend) 
ihegiendtl 
end subroutme read string 
- - m - c. t. t* r** *. t * w 
---cl-c-*ffC*Icf**ml*m" 
if!line(ich:ich).NE.' '1 Ihen 
~*.H*t*tf*,~rrmf.+ttmtt+rm+.+m-~~-,.--n* 
1 n - - .x - c - - * - c * tllclcl nnnm c* m c " , 
if(line(ich:ich) NE.' ') edt 
f l - ~ * l ~ ~ * m f ~ * . . , . * ~ , , . , * * . * * r " r  
~~~+tf***f**ll"l**.**11111**1"ll**t**""ll*~t~**** 
*I L * * ~ ~ t , . L . * t r f f * H f f f m ~ ~ m f . t t t m ~ m t r r m c - - ~ ~ ~ *  




! ;NPUT ARGUMENTS: 
! mdenam = Name of the code 
! dstr = Date and tine of the rur As an input agumn l  





! OUTFUT ARGUMENTS, 
! dstr = Date and time of the run. 
this is a flag that in3imtes r is the start 
ofthe run if dsk is blank. A norblank value 





! , . . , , , , , . . , . . , , . , , . . . . , , . , , . , . . , , . , , . , , . . . . , , , , , , . . , . . , , . , , , , . . , , . , ---r***m+rrrmx+rrr 
! * Interface Protorypes -" , "X**fHHHHHHlt*WH*f* 
,rlterfwa 
subrodtine fdats {date-tlm) 
charactem4 dak-tim 
end subroutine fdate , * f * * H I I * * i * * * " * l ~ * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * ~  
end inteface 




Global variables beirg passed through the argument li$t 
character "8 codenamne 
character *(+I dstr 
. ~~ ~ 
' Local uanables 
characler *8 wdeUatE ,coderrwch m d e t i m  , 8. 
meuser  ,rundate ,runstatus ,nntime 
u 
-" . " " .- _. 
nmn*..*nmnr*m 
Initialize some d&a. 





Determine toe run-tme information 
call fdate(ds:r) 




Print version and run-timt (stamnish) informaban 
if(runstaWs.EQ.'starl'! then 




* 1 1 " " 1 * * * * 1 1 " " 1 * * * * 1 ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * " ~ , ~ ~ * ~ * * ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
write(rf out  B 
. 8  ,(,!,,3x,a* f . f f f f f f f f f f f . f f f f f f f n, 
!.13x.'" *-> &. 
:,13x."" This WIS;UII ur",a8," was made. *', & 
1,13x,"" or de:& " . aW *', B 
!,13x,'" at time ",a8," -', 84 
!,13x,'" by user ",a&" * ' O ,  & 
1,13x,'" on machine ",a8," *', & 
:,13x,'" *, 
!.13x,'" This m i  is being madem: I", & 
!,13x,'" ",a24 " '*, & 
:,13x,"' *', & ,13x,"'" 1 I b * k  h ,* * t * *  I * * * * t  * * * * ,  
1' 
. &  
I; & 
) ardenams.~odedate.coI jet i ine,codeuser~~~~ct i ,~st~ 
if(myFE.eq.raot) then 
wr i te( I l f - I~ ,  8. 
, &  ,p,, ,lx,.." * x 1 f f **  f f f I F * x. I f x I I f f f * 
42 
i, 13x,'" *II 8 4  
i,l%,'" This version of ",a&" was made: * , 8. 
1,13x,"' on late ",a8," *', & 
;,I%,"" at t i m  ",a8," *', i% 
1,13x,"" by usw ",a8," *.Ir 8 
i,l3x,"* 01 machine ",aa,'' * I ,  & 
i,l3x,"* -'. & 
1,13x,"* This run is being made on -'. & 
1,13x,"' ",a24," *'. & 
i , l  3x."' * ,  ~,l~x,.*". f 1.11 f 1 *I*. f * - x *  1 I F , ,  
/i & 
Y &  
) wdename.codedate.codet ime,~u~r,c~emach,dstr  
. 8 .  
endf 
else 
if(myPE eqroot) then 
wnte(nf-lug. a 
, a  '(1,,13x,"". F x x I 1 f I x. * x 1 f f * x f f f * * - 
/,I3 "- un, & 
I,: 3x "* Run successfuRyfiniskc on *', & 
/,I 3% "* "324," *I, & 
/,1 %."* *', a 










su bmutine facet90(nnodemax,nelsmaK,nf_tec,nf_in,rrf_Dut,nf_I~, & 
us& setrea-h 
u s  pnmay-h 
1168 campar 
inEger nnodem.nelemax 
intEgetnf tec nf in,nf out.nf lag.nf ab$ 
imeger. dmensim( >:j> allocalable : nds ! nds(8,numeI) 
integer. dmensim(.,:j, allOMtablE :. r u q l  ! riwpl(2,ncpl+f) 
intqer. dmensm(.,:j, allocatable .. r i a  I nia(4,ndiv~11dwj 
intqer, Qmensm(.,:j, allocatable :. nja ! nja(4,ndiv'ndvj 
integer, dimensm(.), allocatabk : :  kblk 1 kbk(nurnel} 
integer, dimension(:), allocatabls :: kset ! kset(nurnell 
rea (setpr},dimnsion(: ,:),allocatable : :  xnd ! xnd(3,nurnng) 
1881 (setprj,dlmension(:) allocatable :: qarea ! garea(numet, 
rea (setprj,dimension(m,~j,allocatable :: xi1 ! KiyB.mxl+ l )  
rea (setpr).dirr~nsion(,;),alIocatablf :: xji ! xjy3 mxl+l)  
rea (setpr),dirnension(~,:),allo~tablE :: xia ! xia!3,mwa) 
real (setpr),dimension( , j.allocatable :: xja ! x j a ( 3 , m a )  
real (setpr),dimension( ).allocatablE :: xng xng(3,numl) 
real (setpr).dimension( ..).allomtable :: xcy ! xog!3,numel) 
real (setpr).dirnension( 1 allowtable : frow ! frw(nume1) 
real (se@r).dimensron( 1 albcatabk : I If((numel"2+numel):2) 
-i-abs sigma,solar,EM ISS IVIlY,TRANSM ISS IVIWTY) 
( * m x ~ c * ~ H . ~ h m r h m t t m r h ~ m t ; m m + t t * n r r * + * t * * m * f r I r * * r * * r r r r * *  
, m * * r I r * m * r r r * * * l * r r r r r * * l * r r l r l l * r r l l * * , ~ * ~ , ~ ~ ~ * , . * ~ , " , * * ~ ~ ~ ~ " " , ~ ~ ~  
43 
real (satprj,dimersion!:),allocatabls 
real (satpr),dimembn!: ),allocatabls 
real !setFrj,dimension(,),allncatablf 
real {satp?), diwn~inn(4) " emisn 
real [setpr:', dimension(4) : '  tmnvl 
real (setprj sigma solar 
integsr idamax 
external idamax 
! . . , , . , . . , , . , , . , , . . , , , , . . , . . , . . , , . , . . , . . , , . , , . . . . . , , . , , . , . . , , , , . . , 





in lqer  erroflnerr) 
End subroutine dlRCk-alloc 
subroutine check-deallomting Ermr,nerr,n-out) 
characlefl*j string 
in lger ?err,nf-out,i 
i r$qer eror(nerr) 
end subroutine check UEalloc 




intqer, dirrtension(4 *j 
Integer, dimension(") 
Integer, dlmenslon(") 
mal (setpr).d~menslon(3,") :xnd ! xrd(3,numnp) 
ea1 (setpr) dimension(*) :' garea ! garea(numelj 
rea) (setpr).dimensisn(3,") :xi1 ! xil(3,maxl+l) 
real (setp~.dimermon(3,") : xjl ! xjl(B,maxl+l) 
rmf (setpr),dimemion(3,*j : xia ' xia(3,maxa) 
rml (selpr),dimemim(3,') . xi0 ' xja(3,mxa;1 
rml (setpr),dimensim(3,') . xrg 1 xng(3 nmel) 
rea1 (setpr) dimerison(3,') : xcg ! xq(3,rurnel) 
real (setpr), dimension(") 
real (setpr), dimension(") 
snd submvtine datain 
subroutine fador(f,smisffrarrf,garea,nu ns:,nf-wtnf-lw) 
xia.xja.xng.xcg.f:ow,f, 
:: nds ! nds{E,nurrsel) 
integer, dimension(2.") 
us0 seireal-h 
integsr ': numel 
real jsetpr: ,dimnsion<') ' :  f ! ~(nurnel'2+nu msl)i2) 
real jsetpr).dimnsion<') :' tranf ! tranf(nume1) 
real <setprJ.dimnsion<' emisf ~mi$numl )  
real !setpr].dimnsion(? garea ! garea(nurne1) 
integEr nf wt.nf log 
end subroutine fador 
subroutirit: foperi-read( fin, u, lay; 
chamder*20, interitjiii) :. fin 
integer, intent (in) : u 
integer, optional : :  ilog 
end submutine fopen-read 
subroLtlne fopen-wMe( fln, u, ilog) 
CharadW20, intmt!in] :: fin 
integer, intent (in) ' u 
integer, optional ' '  ibg 
end subroutinefoper-write 
subroutine h i n g  (k) 
end subroutine Pming 
subrobtine uopen wnteIfin u, 110s) 
integer k 
characterl0, intmt!n) :: fir) 
integer, ,nterlt (in) . .  u 












end subroutine uopercwrile 
subroutine view jnaodemax,nelemax,nds,sgrra,solar. & 
ganaf,emisf,tranf,mwerr) 
use sshal-h 
Integer : '  nncddemax,netsmax 
integer, dimension(6,") '. nds 
real (setpr; sigma. solar 
real [setprj. dimsnsion(~ : garea 
Ea1 [setprj. dimension(') :: f 
real {setpd. dimension(; :: emid 
cfal {setprj, dimension(; :. tranf 
real !setFr;,, dimension(*) :: w e r l  
end subroutine viewT 
subroutins viw3d(nds,nocpl,nia nja,Kblk. ksat,xnd,garea&il,xjl, .& 
us8 setreal-h 
Integer, dlmens:on{S,') :: nds ! nds(6,r.umelj 
inttiger, dimensim(4,") 
Intqer, dlmenslon(4:) 
integer, dimsnsim(*) : 
integer, dimm$im(") :' kset kset(nume1) 
r-I (setpr). dimmsicn(3,") ': xnd I xnd(3,nurnnp) 
realrsetpr), dimenston(+) ' garea! galsa(numel) 
real (setp), dimmsionp,') : xi1 ! xil(3,maxltl) 
real (setpr), diWEnSiOni3,') : xjl ! xjl(3,maxl+l) 
real (setpr), dimensiorl(3,') : xia ! xiapmaxa) 
real (setpr), dimensiorl(3,') : xja ' xja(3.maxa) 
real (setpr), di~nerlsiu-1(3,') .: xng ! xrq(3.nuinel; 
real (setpr), drnneasion(3.") 
real (setpr)< dimnensicnr) 
real {wtpr), dlmnsrlsiony) 
enu subrouiine view3d 
xia,xla.xng,xcg,fwf 





variable declaration section 
~haracEf6 , dimensm(" 5j title 
characSr-8, dimenslon(5) .: tiMd 
chamasrTG , , niri,riuut,riabs 
integer dimension(l9) . .  enor 
i n t w r  : nrot 
integer : ijcheck 
integer :. ndim.num.nat,ibug 
r&(setpr), dimension(") :: EMS!WITY 
rea (setprj, dimension(*) :' TRANSMISSWITY 
open chad-view files 
nin = 'chad-vi&/bnameY.in' 
nabs = 'chad view bin' 
nout ='chad vie\rli,bnamel:' out' 
JI = nf in 
JiOg = nf-lug 
j a b  = nf-ab 
call fopen-rEad( nin, jin , i lq=jlg! 
call uopn-write( nabs, jabs, ilog=jlog) 
read title and mntml data 
call iim&t (head(1 ),head(2) 7ead!33 
read uin,90:8 (titk(i),i=1,12) 
head(4)='chadvi& 
write (jout,llO) (title(:),i=: ,121 (head(i],i=1,3).head{5) 
write oout.170) nin,nout,nabs 
write (jout,lBC)) 
'+*tmm++tm,+*tm*~ 
"lf*~*fl".f**r*l, . .* 
" 1 . * ~ H * ~ ~ " l * * i l * l , l I *  









write blcg 11  0) (tiUe[ij,i-1.12),(head(i).:=1.3).head(S) 
f(myPE.eq root) then 
write ~log.770) nin.nout.ndbs 
write (jlqY,18o) 
endif 
read [jin,?40) ndim ,nummat.sumnp,numel,ndirr. iblk,n rot, icheck & 
set defaiilt values 
iV(ndiv.EQ 3) ndiv=5 
write flout,l50) nd:m.nu mma[nurmp,r! umel ndi.nblk 
rf(myPE.eq root) tben 
wnte olog, 150) ndim,rummat,n urnnp.numel,ndiv, nblk 
endrf 
set pointers 





allocate HEAP memory 
m* H H I H*r m *m 
a l l o d e  ( nds(6,iuml), stat=smr(l) 
allomte { n~cpl(2,ncpltl) stat=error(2) ) 
allocak ( nia(4,ndh'ndlv) stat=error(3) ) 
allomk ( nja(4,nWndw) stat=emr(4! ) 
allocate ( kblk{numl), staFermr(5) 
allocate ( ksetpuml;, stat-mr(6) ; 
allocak ( xnd(3,numnp) stat-emr(7) ) 
allocate ( garea(numel), stat-error(8) ) 
allocate ( xiI(S.maxl+lj, sta!=ermr(9) ) 
allocate ( XJl(3,17laXl+lj, sta;=err;lr(lOj 1 
allocate ( x i @ 3 , w a ) ,  stat=erfor(ll)) 
a l o c a k  [ xja(3,mxa), stalwfor(7zl) 
ahowk ( xng[3,numl), s-at=smr(l3] :I 
atlocats ( xq(3,numsl), stat=errofll4) ) 
allocatB ( frow(nurnel), siat=eror(l5) ) 
a l l m t f  (qmaxb), stat=arror!l6} } 
allocate ( emisfjnLmer), stat=emr["7) )
allocate [ tranffnumnel), slat=err~(l8) 
allocate [ werr(numl).  stai=error:19) ) 
is Mere suffcienl mmoy to sotw Ihe problem? 
mII ChaCk alloc('FACETYO'.error,l9 nf ourj 
0. " - fl fl " " *Trr " " m 
read rema,ning input data 
call datain(nds .nocp!,n la nja,kbl k,kset xnd ,garea,xil ,xjl, 8 
lnltlallze f to zem 
f(:) = 0.0 
call tiring (1  ) 
V(k9ec;c EQ. 0) tnen 
determine face ?mishies and t'ansmissnrities for CHAD 




H *m m +a *I * tm H ** m 
**+**~*~***t~tt*ff*tff*t . t~*, , t t fm**,tt+,t******  
~tt*tmftfffmmfftmt.~+rt*,+ttttmt.tttmtt*tt* 
enisr$l) = EMISSIVlTY(nds(1 ,i)j 
enisn(2) = EMISSIVITY (nds(2. I)) 
enisn(3) EMISSIVITY(nds(3. i)) 
emisn{4) = EMISSIVITY(nds(4.i)) 
transr! I ) =  TRANSMISSIVITY(nds(" ,i)! 
twnsr(2)= TRANSMISSIVITY(nds(2,i)) 
transnj3)= TRANSMISSIVITY( nds(3,i)) 
transo(4)= TRANSMISSIVITY~nds(4,i)) 
a (  nds(6,i) EQ 1)then 
opaque wall element 
erniqij = O,25'(erisn(l )+emisn(?: temisn(3j~em!sn(4j) 
! 
I 
tranqi) = 0 0 
elsea( nds(6 i) .EQ. 2 )  then 
blackbody ctossf lw element 
emsfli) = 1 0 
tnnqi) = o o 
pertially transmitting window elsmnt 
emisf(i) = emisc! ida~4.transn. l  j]
tmfli] = transn(idarnax(4,transn,l ) j  
eked( n l s ( 6 . , }  .EQ. 3) then 
endif 
snddo 
mlculate view fadm 
h * * * n * f * * * I * n * l l l l * f I  
* * * t f ~ * t * L * * f f f * . ~ . . f f f  
if(my?E eq.root) then 
write (Itq, 1 m) 
endt 
call ~~~3d~nds,rlocpl,nia,nja,~lk,ks€txrid,ywa,xil,xjI, & 
mII t imiy (2) 
xla xja.xng.xcg.frow,fi 
















nja, stat-eW4) :I 
kblk. slat=errcr~p) ;, 
kset. stat=error(6j :I 
xnd. staL=error(Ij ) 
garea stat=errc~(5) ) 
xil, stat=erroq9) j 
XJI, stat=error(lo) I 
xa, statqrror(l1 j ) 
xja< stat=error(l2) ] 
xnE, sta'~error(l3)) 
xog. s t a t = s m ~ l 4 )  ) 
f, stat=ermr(l6) 1 
smid. staksrmr(l7j ;I 
deallocat2 , tranr $taWmor(lRj ; 
dealloc3te : rower, stat=emor(lQ: 
I .. Was deallocation suc~ssfu1~ 
call check dealloc('FAC€Tgg.error,19, nf outj 
c l o ~  !unit~in,status='de!ele') 
c los~ :unit=jabs,status='keep') 
call tirring(5) 
! ----------- 
!.... print9ming information 
1 c*--c--c.M- 
write (jmt,l6@) 
mite i&ut,l90) cpuio(1 ,I) 
write Ijout,20C,) qui@l,2) 
47 
wrne cjou:,21 C) wuiql,?) 
wrne (jout22G) cpuio(l.4) 
wrile oou;225) cpu&l,5) 
wrle (jou:.230) cpuiq1,6) 
if(rnyPE eq-root) thsn 
wrile@x,lBO; 
wfite#q,190] cpuio(l.l] 
write ,2001 cpuio( 7,2:i 
writeljlq,210) cpuio(:,3j 
wrke (lqg,220j cp~b(? ,4 j  
write (jIq,225) Cpuio(" 3) 




!. .. FORMAT STATMENTS 
! r't*=nr**re 
90 formal ('2a6) 
110 tom~l~lx~i~2a~:!l5x.Ylme= 'ha.' date- '.a&.' machine- ',atl, & 
!/'this vErson of chad vkw compiled ' , a W  input phase') 
120 t o m t  (' sollltion phase'i5x;calculatirig upper triaryulaf, & 
130 format (5x,krting binary file') 
140 f o m t  (10i6j 
7 5 0  f m a t ( '  GEOMETRY CODE 
' [av matrix') 
=',E,/ & 
' NUMBER OF MATERIALS ='%! & 
' NUMBER OF NODES 
' NUMBER OF ENCLOSURE SURFACES =',i6,! & 
' NLJMBER OF SllBSURFACE D!VISIONS =' i6 ! & 
' NLJMBER OF SHADING SllRFACES 
=',i6j 8 
=' 16 !q 
I fomt (/[ ~ . . * t f t * . * . * * ~ * * * * * t t * , * L * * * ~ t * * I ,  , &  
T I M I N G ft*ft+k4d.l 
J &  
d 
I *.,ttt& 
I m t + t m * . t + t m m ~ t t t t + t * t t t t ,  
170 fcrrna!(/!lOx,' INPUT FILE NAME (text) - '.a15!& 
lox,' OUTPUT FILE NAME [text) - ' , a t 9  8, 
lox.' VIEW FACTOR FILE NAME (binary) - '3a15'/) 
. &  180 fomtI' .*nrcn*mn+cccmnm-nmnr++*nnmr++*nnm, 
C O N T R O L  DATA"-"-/& 
190 format ' initiallzailon & data input',5x,l p ~ 1 2 . 5 , ' s ~ ~ ~  
200format( 'area *vifwfadorcatc ',5x,ip,e12.5,'sec') 
210 format( ' reciprocity =IC. & outpur,5x,l p B I  2.5,' ssc;, 
220 format( ' MW-sum Galculation ' ,5x,l  p,el7 5,'  sec') 
225 format( ' LU fadorimtion of AMAT ',&,I p,e12 5,' set:' 
23G fcrmat(r total time used 
250 btrnayl! data CheCk only') 
end subrodtine facet9P 
I mrm- 
1 "nmnm.,..a*n*.,..*rrmrmn**r-mn**rrrcmr*l 












real (setpr) dx{"),dmax 
integer i.incx.ix,n 
idamax = 0 
f( n.LI'.l .OR. iiwc.,E.@) return 
idanlax = 1 
f; n , Ea. 1 1 retu m 
if(inmE2,I)go to 20 
mde f v  increment not equal to I 
48 
dmax = abs(dx{l}j 
IX = 1y + IrlM 
do '0 i = Z,n 
if(ab$ck(ix)) LE.dmaxj go to 5 
idamax I 
d m  = abs(dx(ix)) 
5 ix = ix t inm 
10 cantinue 
retun 
I ccdefw increment eqcal to 1 
20 dmax = abs(dxx(1)) 
d o 3 0 i = 2 n  
if{abs(dx(i};.LE,drna) go to 30 
idarnax = i 
Max abs(dx(i): 




subroutine datain(nds,nocpl,ni3,nja,kblk,ks~t,xnd,garea,~~,xjl, & 
usesetrml h 
use pnmary h 
use corngar 
xia,xjarng xcg f ~ , 9  , f****~t*Hfftmmfftm*,+.~t.~*t,ttm*t~ttt++tmtt.++t+ 
! , , . . , . . , . . , , . . . . , , . , , , , . . , , , , , . , , . . , , , , . . , . . , . . . , , , , . . , . . , . . , , , , . . 




subroutine geom3d (x,y,z.xc,yc,zc,xn ,ym,zr,area) 
USB s3trml- h 
real (seipr) dimnsion(4) :: x 
real (setpr) dimnsibn(4) :: y 
real (setpr) dimnsron(4) :: z 
real (SdPr) ' 
end subroutine geom3d 
xc, yc zc, xi-. yn, rn, area 
49 
7 --cl-*-*'"-m.. 
end interface , mrmHlH*+r *Yf+ I  
, t n * * m c t t m ~ t m m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n r r * ~ * r r ~ t * *  
Integer, dimnsion(6,*) : nds ' nUs(6,numelj 
integer, Uimension(4.') : n a  ! nia(4,ndiv'ndiu) 
integer, Uimension(4.') : np ! nja(4,ndiu'ndiu) 
integer, dimension(') kblk ! kblkinumel) 
integer, dimensiony) :. kset ! kseunuinel] 
rea (setpr). dimnsion(3.") . .  xnd ! xnd(3,riurnnp) 
real (setpr), dimemion(") :: garea ! prea(numl! 
:ea (setpr), dimnsion(3,'j : :  xi1 ! xil[3,maxl+l) 
,ea {slpr), dimnsion(3,") : :  xjl ! xjl[3,rnaxl+l I 
real (setpr), dimnsion(3,') : :  xia ! xia(3,maXa; 
real (sstpr), dlmsnsio~(3,*) : :  xja ! xja(3,rnaxa) 
real (sstpr), dlmension(3,*) : I  xng ! xng(3,numal) 
real (wtpr), Uimensron(3,') ' '  XQ ! xcg(3,numtll) 
real (setpr), dimension("j ::*ow ! frow(nhm1) 
real (sstpr), dlmansionv) :: f ! f((nurneT*2+nurneljl2) 
real (setpr), dlmension(4) :: x, y, z 
real (semr) : dx, dy, dz,  xnum 
intqgsr '' ndd, knO, np, kn 
integer :: n, k kk, nurn rumn 
integer : i, j ,  m. nmis ,  inc 
integer, dimnsbn(2,*) : nwpl ! n~ l (2 ,nsp l+ l )  
integer : 1,Jj 
data nold.kM.npU.0.2, 
I m . + t m * + r r r m * * n + c m * + m * ~ +  




n = G  
k K l  = 0 
nold = 1 
nodaLUata. do 
lf ( n .GE numnp) exit nodal.dala 
kn=max(knO 1) 
rEad Cjin>l60) n jnd(  f .n).xnd(Z.n) ,xnd(3.n).knO 
num = (wnoldpn 
flunn = num - 1 
i (numn .GE. ' j  then 
xnurn = real(num) 
dx = (xnd(1 n j  - xnd( 1 ,nold)] I xnurn 
dy = (xnd(2,nj - xnd(2,nolc)] I xnurn 
dz = (xnd(3,nl- xnd(3,nolb)j I xnhm 
k =now 
do 20 j=l ,nifmn 
kk = k  
k = k + k n  
md(l  ,k) = xnd(1,kkj + dx 
xnd(2,k) = md(2.kk; + dy 
xrd(3.k) =xndp.kk) + dz 
20 mntinue 
endif 
iioid = n 
end 30 nodal-data 
1 
, m C * L H . * r m * H " - " " .  
! .... write n&e point data 
IMH*+k****H* 
write !jwt,?70) 
do 40 i=l mmnp 
write (iout,?RO) i,(xnUb,i),j=l,3) 
40 continue 
I~*.,.*+m*,+**tt.+t.+**t~t,tt, 
! .. input and gemrate surface data 
,-**--*_m--- 




i n - U  
surface data. do 
rf ( rn .GE. n u m l  ) exit surlace-data 
read bin, 1 W) m,(nds(l ,rn),j=1,5),nrnrss,inc 
nd$6,m)= rnax{nds(5,m), 1) 
ndg5,rn) = nd$l ,m) 
if (nmiss .GT. 0) thsn 
Inc = ma%( inc, 1) 
do 70 i=l ,nmiss 
I =  m 
m = m t l  
do 60 jZl.4 
ndsQ.m) = ndsU,i) t inc 
t;U continue 
nds(6.m) = nds(5,l) 
nls(5,rn) = nds(1 ,I) 
70 continue 
sndlf 
end do surface data 
,-r*-*--"- 
!.....cakula(e surfacE area 
l-c---c+l--- 
np=4  
co I00 j=l ,nume1 
doWij=l,np 
x(iij = xnd(1 ,nds(ii,j)) 
zrjij = xnU(3,nds(j,j)) 
Y!i1 = xndl2,ndstumI)) 
9C continue 
georn3d(x,~.z,xq!l J!hQ:2J),XSg(3 J), tl 
xng(1 j)mg(2,i) ,xngpi:l ,gareall)l 
100 continue 
! .. wnte surface data 
wrile @u!,20(1} 
do 130 J=l,numel 
wnte (jout.2 IO ]  j,(rds(i j), i=1 P],ndqB .j),garearj) 
130 continue 
,c**nn*c-t.**--- 
!.....input blocking surface6 
,ffh**+*m**i*+*f*w* 




write (lout 220) 
m = O  
bbd-wurface : 10 
if ( m .GE. nblk }exit blocksurface n1= rI1 + 1 
read Uin.230j kblk(m).nmiss,inc 
if [nmiss .GT, 0) then 
inc = max! inc, 1 j 
do 141 i=l , m i s s  
m = m + l  
kblk!m) = kblkiml j + Inc 
141 continua 
mdil 
wrile @t2443) I kblk(i) 
do 143 i=l nblk 
143 continue 
end do block surface 
endif , - - - - - * ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ * , ~ ~ * . . . ~  
I, ,... nput sbrfacE p e i ~  thatcanno: intermuple 
1 m - fm H _m c +l - c H n * _m H 3 
d h c p  .GT 0) then 
f(rnyPE.eq.rmt) then 




m = D  
mtermuple: do 
if (m GE. ricpl) exit inlermuple 
n = r n + l  
read (jin,lW) nocpl!l,m),nocpl(2,m),nmiss,inc 
iftnmiss .GT. 0) than 
inc maxlmc, I) 
do 156 i=l,nmiss 
m = m + l  
nocpl{l ,m) = nmpl(1 ,ml) 
nocpl(2.m) = rlcmI(2,rni) + inc 
156 conticue 
endit 
end do intercouple 
d3 158 1=1 ,ncpl 
write (luut,300] i,nocplll ,i),nucpyZ,i) 
158 C D d l f l W  
endd 
I 
160 format (16,5r,3e12.0,!6) 
I &  wCMM*C-X-H*--*--m 
N O D A L  D A T A  '*--**-*' , &  1 I---- 
I *Hm*mH-H*tm***HH*w** I/ & 
' node',6x  XI',^ Cx,W,l O x , k 3  ,c, 
180format (i6,lp,3e12.4) 
I 9 0  format ( a q  
I &  2.30 brn&[J *~r***m*,t,*rrn*********~*********r*r**r++*a***l 
s L R F * c E D * T * * H * t * * * * * * L . '  
I /  8. 
/ &  I I * " " h * * l * * *  
* ~ ~ L L * * f * * ~ ~ . l * f f * * ~ ~ , ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * * ~ * ~ ~ * , ~ * * * ~  
'elt?# n l  n2 n3 ra rml.lZx:.'af&j) 
21 0 formal [66.lpe20.8;, 220 ~.+-*.+-*m**+rm*mtmm*m, , &  




250foma1(5x,'reading node data') 
260famat(5x,'madlng surface data') 
270 forrnat(5x,'~aUing obslruding suffaces') 
280 famt (5x , '~aUing  surfark pairs that m i d  intercouple') 
290fomat(,,q ~ L . * * f ~ * . ~ . . * t r * * . * ~ m * * * * * + * + * * * * * ~ + t + * * * * * + t t ~ * ,  , &  
I nmt* 
I /  B I -_*--3---n----H---- 
SURFACES THAT CANNOT CClUPLE **&' *.*.**& 
I ttt**t.*t.t.**tt*.,tftfft.tt+m*t+t*+m*t.Html,, & 
pair iseg ;sq'/) 
300 tormat(l2x,B~,i6,2x,i6) 
! 
End subroutine datain 
'"""'7 R 
52 
iedge = 1 
k = O  
do 20 F l , 4  
nodei = nds(i,isq) 
do t C l = l  4 
nOdEJ = nds(l,jseg) 
36 = a b (  md(:.nodei) -xnd(:,nwq) 1 
f ( rr!axval[cW~ .LE. smII ) k = k + 1 :O continu€ 
20 cont nue 
f { k  EQ. 2) ledge = 2 
end subroutine edge 
C I m t m ~ . . m n ~ ~ - t l ~ ~ ~ l c c . m ~ - - ~ " " - " ~ - " - *  
1'- file fupen..read' "^"C 
I** open a read only formatted file **C 
!*- input. t .qc 
I*" fm =file name -*C 
!** u = unilnurnber -=G 
I*- 
I*- *-C 
I" p, t .  williams '"-2 
I." ""C 
"'C I *** 
ilq= output mil numberfor reporting iopticna1;defaults to 6]'-c 
C 
C 
, m - H ~ * * m ~ ~ * f m H ~ * ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~  
submutinsfapeo-readIfin, u, log) 
character'20, intenl(in) ::fin 
integer, irltenl (in:8 : :  u 
integer, optional : ibg 
integer : iwt 
dedare open arid iqquire statemect variables 
character sCC'10. ad*M, blnk"lG, del'lO, W 0 7  8 
, t * * ~ * * * * t * m * * r t r * ~ ~ , r ~ ~ * * m * * * a * * * t * * r * n * r n " * r * r " * r + a * * * n * * * t t * * *  
! 
m s c g .  f rnv l ,  fn"15, pad%, pos*o6,r'07. a 
WO7, seq"07, sta97, urn11 w"7 
intqer im, nr. num, red 
logical ex, nmd, od 
I * W * * * * * H f *  
! dedare local subprograms 
~f~*f l" f f*~ . . l *L"* l l** ;** l l" .** f**  
logic71 Mopeneh 
external f9Gopeneh 
checklo see d i l q  is present 
iout = 6 
if [ pEsent( ilag ) j lout = i l q  






( f l l " m * * * n " - - - n 3 m - ~ ~ - ~ m ~  
a & = ' '  
ad = " 
blnk=' ' 
del =" 
dir = ' I  
ex =.FALSE 
fm = "  
19s = u  
fn X I '  
nmd = FALSE. 
nr = O  
num = O  
d = FALSE. 
pad ' I  
pos = "  
fm = I '  
r = I b  
red=O 
m = "  
sta = "  
unf = "  w = "  




open ( unit = u Rle-fin, form+fo!matted', 8 
actioWread', iastakios) , -.+---tm-w-"-.pR---* 
t 
d ( NOT. fWopenfh( 'open ' ,  ios. iout ;, j goto 1000 
ye1 the staths of the file 
inquire! un ih ,  iodakiis & 
! 
! 
acces=acc, action=act, blaneblnk delim=Uel, & 
direL+dir, ex;st=ex, form=frn, formatt&d=fmt, & 
rianie=fn, iamd=irnd nextrec=nr, numbemurn, & 
opened=od, pad=pad, position=pos, read=r, & 




! dlsplay inouire keyword vatues 
write (ioUt,600:1 
630 format(!lk . ' inquirek~vord values , ' j  
wte (iout,700) acc. rn? blnk, oel dir EX, & 
700 format ( 1 h , 'access ', a10, 5x, 'adion ', a9, B 
,' l h  , 'blank ', a10. 5x, 'delirr '. a10. Br 
: lh, 'd i rEd ', a4, Ilx,'exist ' 11.5 
llh,'file ' a 1 5 ,  brrr ' , a l l , &  
1 I h  I 'formatted ' ,  a9, 6x. 'ioslal ',:5.5 & 
I l h  , 'name ' ,a lS,  'named I, 11) 
800 format ( I h  , 'nexlrec 75.5, l o x  'number ' 15 5 , &  
I l h  ,'opened I, 11, 14x.'pad I, a 3 , &  
I l h  ,'position 'I a6, %,'read ' a7. & 
, ' Ih 'readwnte '. a7. ax. 'recl ' , i l O , l O ,  & 
/ l h  'sequentiai '. a7, 8x, 'urfurmatled ', a i  1, B 
i l h  'unit '.i5.5. lox, 'wnte ', a7) 
( .NOT. f9Clopeneh( 'inquire4, ibs, iout) ) goto 1G00 
fin, fm fmt ias, fn.nnld 
write (ioul.Bo0) nr, num, od, pad, pos r, & 





900 format (/l h ,'mo: in %peryead' file = ' .a15) 
! 
S99 continue 
write (iouL900) fin 
stop 
enc subroutine fopen-read 
**'C 
!"-$le. fopen-wnts f ""C 
!*- -C 
!- open a wite-on'yfomttec file 
r" input: -C 
!- fin =Ale nam -C 
r*H. u =unitnumber 
!* 
!- '*"C 
!- p t williams **'G 
***? 




, ~ F t f h * m ~ f h t m * ' t t * n * * t f * f r r * r + r r * m * r r r r * * I * * r r r r * l l * * r r r r * * l t * r r  
subroutine fopen-write( fin. u. i l q )  
chaacteY20. inknuin) ' fin 
ntsger, intent (in) :. u 
integer, optional :: iloy 
integer :. lout 
declare open and inquie statement vapables 
chradsr aCC*lG, act'09, blnk"l0, dd"l0. dir"07, B 
,1*1I1,**L,**"L,***t**~**tttt*****~*.*****tt*.,fftm*...ttmt.~tttrm. 
! 
frr1I*O9, fm"l1, fi"15 padV3. pos"06 r'O7, 8 
M07, seqV7, sta"07, mP11. Wrp 
,ritqer io6, nr, num, ?ecI 
Iqical ex, nmd od 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ * t m * , ' . l n * f * r * * * * * r r r * * * r * * r r ~ r * * . * * r r ~ r * * . * * , , ~ r * * . t * *  
a declare IDMI subprogram. 
lagical f30openeh 
external PXlopeneh 
check to see f ilq is prexnt 
iout = E 
6( present( ibg j ) lout = ilcg 
indiake open and inquiw statement variables. 
a & =  ' 
=="  
blnk = ' ' 
del = "  
ex =.FALSE. 
fm = I '  
fmt = I '  
ios = o  
fn = ' I  
nmd =.FALSE. 
nr = O  
num = E  
od =.FALSE. 
pad =" 
pos = "  
red = 0 
m = I '  
wq = ' I  
unf = '  




dir = '  ' 
= "  
Ha = I8  
! 
! open the file 
*.***~**~*t***tt*t*t*tm*t,+mt.+tt*trm+tt 
open ( unit = u file=fin. 'orrWfoma!Ied 8 
action='rmdwnte'. status='unlmown'. iostat=iosj 
rf ( .qOT. WGopeneh( 'open ' ios, iout ;, ) goto 1000 
get the status of the file 





acmss=acc, action=act, Man-blnk delim=dsl, 8 
dlrm=dr, mist=& form&, format tea^, & 
narneqn, iamed=rlmd neKtreFnr, numbemurn. & 
opened=od, pad=pad, position=pos, read=r, & 
wcIwrite=rw recI=recI, sequentiai=$$q, & 
unfomwtteU=unf. write-wj 
t 
If ( .NOT. fWopeneh( 'itqutre', 10s. iout) ) goto IDOO 
! 
! display incuire keyword values 
write (ioUt,600] 
630 foonat(l1F ,'inquire h~yword va lu~s  . .  ') 
write (ioUt,700) arc. xiL blnk, del. dir EX, & 
Iin? fm, fml. IOS, In, nrnd 
700 format ( 111, 'access ' ,  a10, 5x'aaiori ', a:, B 
I 1 h 'blank I, a10, 5x, 'delim a10, & 
I l h  'direct a4, Ilx,'exist I, i i ,a 
/ l h ' f i ! e  ',a15 Yorm ' , a l ' , B  
I I h ,  'formatted I ,  a9. 6xJostat '55, &
I l h  .'name ', a15, 'named ', I?) 
wrsle (but,80C) nr, num ad pad. pas, I, 
MI, Ed, %+q, unl, 11, w 
800 format I h  , 'nextrec ',i5 5, lox .  'number ',i5.5. & 
I I h  'opened '. '1 14x 'pad ', a3. & 
I l h  'position '. a8. 9x, 'read '. a7. 8, 
1 l h ,  'reabwrite '. a7, 8x. ' r e c  ',ilG.lD.& 
I l h  , 'unit ',15.5, I&, 'write '. a71 





900 format [ i t h  ,'errorin fopen-write! file = ',a15) 
! 
999 wntinue 
writs jiut,900} i n  
stop 
end suhmutins fopsn-write 
nw = n u m d - b e g + l  
do I O U  i=l.riw 
j s e g = i s q + i - l  




erd subroutlne M i t e  
C l-___m_--_n-_------------ 





if ( ios .GT. 0 ) then 
wrHe lout, 100) statement, ios 
elsef! ios .E9 17) then 
f9Oopeneh = TRUE 
elm 





100 formal( I ' error! ', a7, ' statrrwnt ('< & 
200 format [ I 1 h , a7, statsrrent lostat = .I6 5,'') 
1 
' iostat45.5, '1' 
end function M D p M e h  
, * ~ * ~ ~ . l * ~ m , * t ~ t m m t r r m t . ~ ~ ~ ~ m + . + m n m ~ * r * * ~ r r  
submutine gmm3d !x,y,z,xc.yc,zcxn,yn ,zn,areaj 
use setreal-h 
use cwrrpar 
rea (setpr). cjimension(4) : x 
rea (setpr), dimsnsion(4) : :  y 
real {setpr), dlmensicn(4) : '  z 
real (=@r) 
re81 (setpr) :: third 
real (setpr), paramatw : :  haf=0.5 
~-f.t.-ttt*l*l.~**~.*~----*r+m--c+*m 
use glGbal-k 
:: xc, yc, E. xn, yn, zn, m a ,  s, t 
, m u . * m * l m * r f * ~ ~ - * . . . . * " * * + * r * * * * r r l r * * * * * r r l I * * , * * r r l I * * ~ * * *  
.... 
end WbrouthE gem% 
vanable Uecbntion section 
. . .. . . . . . 
real (setpr). dimEnSiOn(3,ruinnp) . .  xnd 
real (setpr). dimension(3,mawa) :. xpa 
:ea (setyr), diwnsion(3} : dd 
real (setpr) :: d N  
integer, dimnsion{6,numel) :: nds 
integer, dimnsbn!4,ndb*ndw) :' naa 
integer. dimsnslon!S) :I loci 
integer " ndbml ,ndivpl,n,ij 
integer ' '  ido jdo,ll.!2 jrnJjm1 
inltlgsr : ne1 nelrr: ,inc,kseg 
div = r e a l ( n d w \  
ndiurnl = ndnr - 1 
ndivpl = ndiv t I 
I*,..***f*f,,l**ll*l"~,~~~**~~"~~~*~,~**~~*~,~,**~*,,~,**~*,.*~~* 
57 
'.....sst mrnw points 
locl~l)  1 
Imp) = 1 + ndw 
loci(3) = mxa 
Ioci(4) = mxa - ndiv 
do 10 i=l,4 
n =ndu(i.ksq) 
J =Im(i) 
xpa( ,j) = xnU(.,rl) 
10 coritirw 
! .... set point on sides 1 4  and 2.3 
do 30 ido=l,2 
tf{Ido.EQ.l) thsn 
else 
I1 = lOci(1) 
l2 = loci(4) 
t l  = lOCI!2) 
12 = lou(3) 
endd 
jm = I1 
do 20 PI ,ndivml 
j = I1 tjj'ndivpl 




dd = :~p(:,12:8 - XP( JI)) I d W  
!. . . .  set interiur punts 
do 50 ido=l ,ndivpl 
I1 = loci(1) + ifdo-f)*ndkrpl 
12 = loci(2) + (Ido-I )*ndlvpl 
dd =(#pa( ,P) - xpa!,.lllj I Uiv 
do 4G [[=I ,ndhml 
j =I1 tg 
!ml = j - 1  
xpa{ ,j) = xpa( . jmlj + dd 
40 mntinue 
50 cord nue 
ne l=O 
inc = -1 
do 70 idc=l ,ndiv 
ael = n e l + l  
Inc = Inc+ l  
nda(1 ,nelj = 1 t inc*ndkpl 
nl&2,nel) = nda(1 pel) t 1 
rUa(3,nelj = nda(2,nel) + ndivp? 
nda{4,nel1= ndaIl .nel) t ndipl 
do 60jdo=2,ndw 
nctrnl =ne1 
ne1 = nel+l 
nda(: nel) = nda!:,nelmlj+l 




end subroutine grida 
real (setpr), dimension(3,nump) xnd 
real (setpr), dimenson(3 mal+?) : xpi 
real (setpr), dimension(3j . dd 
real {setprj . diu 
integer, dimension(6,nunel) :: n l s  
integsr : :  kseg,i,j,n 
integsr : :  ndiml,jml,:, 
integsr, dimension(5) :. Iuu 
,~c-nnmc**nnm,tn."Hnm*Hrrmtrrct*m*r-t** 
!.....set mrner points 
div real( ndh j 
j =I -ndh 
do 13 i=7 5 
J r j + n d k  
loci(i) = j  
n =ndyi,ksqg! 
xpl( J;, = xnd(:.nj 
! set iribetween points 
?E continue 
do 30~=14 
ndkml = ndiv-l 
dd = (xpl(.,lUCi(r+l}j-xpl(:,lua(i!)~ i diu 
do 20 j=l,ndivml 
j =Iccid( i )+i  
jml = j - 1  




, m m n r - m H ~ x m m ~ * * t m H - ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  
subroMine obstr(xnd,nds xrg xcg,kblk k s s t , i w J s q  nset; 
( - ~ ~ t m * ~ t * * * n * * + r r * * n * r r * * l * * r r r r * * * l ~  
! this subroutine inspgds all the spw?CrfiEd obstruding surlacm ' 
as possible shadowing sulfaces between the amit v i m  factor 
7 surfaces iseg 8. js$g a subset of obstructing surfaces if * 
'formed. when thevim fador is calculated betrveen i s 3  dpey 





! , . . , , , , . . , . . , . * , , , . . , . , , . , * , , , , , . , , . . , . . , , , . , . . , . . , . . , , , , . . , . , **mc--r+*m*mf* 
interfacz 
59 
subroutine sectn (xnd ,nds,xq,xng,iseg j s q  , k s q  flag} 
use sstreal-h 
real [setpr), dlmer;sior-!3,*) :: xnd 
mal (setpr). dlmension!3,*) :: xng 
rsal (setpr) dimensbn(3,') : xcg 
Integer, dimension(6.'} :: nds 
inmjer , iXq, jsq.kq. i f lag 




real (sewr), dlmension(3 nurnnp) : :  xnd 
real (sewr). dimenslan(3 numel) :: xng 
rea: (setpr), dimension(3 ~uml) ': x q  
Ea1 !setpr;8 dof 
integer, 31mnsion(6,numel) : :  nds 
integer, dimension(num1j : kSlk 
integer, dimnsion(nume1) : kset 
integer : iseg,jseg.nset 
integer :: i,kountk.;ey 
integer :: iRag 
real (setpr) paraneter 
d3 10 i=l,nblk 
kset(i1 = 0 
k s q  = kblk{kocint) 
if(iseg.EQ k e g  OR jseg EQ ksq; cycle b u n t  loop 
d(ak{dot>, .GT small) then 
! 
! 
.: small = 1 .OE46 
1 G  contima 
kount-loop: do bunt=l  ,nblk 
dot = dot-prMluct(xng( ,ksq).!xcg: ,iseg-xcg{ ,jseg))) 
call sedn {xnd,nds,xq ,my ,iseg,js2y,ksq,flag j
endd 
nset = nset + I 
ksel(nset) = kseg 
end do kount-lonp 
and submutine ot6tr 
til* .EQ. 0) cycle kountlmp 
! 
! t i is  subroutine determines if a line connecting the centroids of 
I surfaoes iseg & jseg intersects surface kseg. 
I inag=O nointersedion 
! iflag=< interssctm 
~ - f * - ~ ~ ~ * ~ H f h m ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , * n ~ ~ . r * n * * r r + * m * r r r " * r * * ; * *  
&B setreal-h 
use primary-k 
real (setpr) dimnsion(3,numnp) : xnd 
real (setpr), Uimnsion(3 numl) : xw 
real (setpr). dirnen~~on(3,riusiel) . .  x q  
real (serpr!. dimnsion(5.3) .: v 
mal :SE!pr), dimensim(3) ;. ax 
real {se+r), dimension(3) ;: XI 
rEal {setpr] : cl,trurn,tder,t 
real {setpr) ': x l l  .xt2,xl3.angle 
mal (satpr; :den 3ot,adoi 
mal (satpr; :: m p i  
Integer, d1mension(6,numel) :' nds 
integer ' '  isqgdseg &%,flag 
integer ' '  n,i 
~*,.1**11**,,1**1***H11*ff*lllll***~""~~~~*~~~*~*~~*~~~*~*~~*,~~**~~*,~~***~* 
real [setpr], parameter :: small = 1 GE-06 
real [setpr], parameter ::zero = 0.0 
mal jsetor]. paramtw :: cne = 1 .O 
b p i  = 8.0*atan(l 0) 
iRag = 0 
n =nds(Z .kg)  
ax I x c g ( : , i ~ )  - xq(,,$ey) 
tdEn = dotpr(~Yucl( xn&:,kw),  ax) 
rf!ab$den) LT, srnallj return 
cl dol-product(mg(:,kseg). xnd(:,n) 1 
tnum dot-prwIuct( xng(:  keg;^, xr&iseg) ;# - c' 
t = tnumrlden 
xi = x q ( : , r s q j  - ax? 
!. ... is lntersecrim point h-en surfaces lseg 8. j s q ?  
xll = sqrt(dot-prcdua(xi-xq( ,,iseg:~.xi-xcg( .isegj)) 
xi2  = sqrt(dot-praduct(xi-xq( .jsqg!.xi-xql( .jse$)) 
xE = sqIt(dotproduct:ax ax)) 
d((abs~xl~xl2--xll):x13: .GT. smaq return 
!.....is intersection point wilhin quadnla!ml k s q 7  
v(1 ,:; = xid{:,nds( ?,keg)) - XI 
~ ( 2 , : :  = xnd{:.nds(2,kseg)) .xi 
v(3 :] = xnd(..nds(3,kseg)) - Ki 
v(4 :) = xnd(:,nds(4,kseg)) -xi 
angle =zero 
do 20 i=l,4 
, U c m f l F t ~ ~ ~ , , , * m * r , r r * * r . r " r r * , * * r r " r r * * t * * r * * * + t * ~ * * * t t * ~ ~ .  
! cstsrmine intersecton point 
q5, ) = V[lJ 
deli = sqit(dotFrodud( v(i,:), Hi,:)))" & 
sqrt[doLproduct(v(i +' ,:I, v(i+l ,:I)) 
if(dei .LT. small) goto 30 
dot = dot-prdud( v!l :) .  u(i+l ,:I ) I den 
dot = min( ona. rnax(-ans,dot) ) 
add = acos(dot) 
angle = anglf t a m  
20 continue 
30inag=1 
if :abs(angle-twrop(s .GT small) raurn 
! 
end submutine sectn 
I t * m r * ~ f * * H - H . m W * U . - ~ - ~ ~ t c * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ " .  
subroutine see (xnd,nds.xng ,tseg,jseg,isee .ifUge) 
( m r ~ t c * - F t ~ - m t h * m * r t * n * * r r f * * * . * * r r r r * * . , * * r l l * * * ~ * , ~ ~ ~  
' detewne self shadmirg b&vesn two surfaces 
! isw=-l partial shadowing 
I is== 0 t m  shadowing 
! isee=+l nc shadowing 
,***1" "_t_tt*tb** * * * t m * m * t t m t . ~ t . ~ ~ m + . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
usesetrml h 
use primary I 
! . - -  ......................................................... , *IMH.*--X*C-mf.CH 
!*Interface Protxypes -* 
! ---------.3- 
I nis rface 
subnut lie edge (xr 3 .rids ,iseg,jseg ,iedgE) 
us@ setreal-h 
rea {sstpr), dinension(3,') ': xrd 
Integer, dimension(6,") ': nds 
integer " isegJseg,iedge 




k = o  
! iper=D 
I,.,..if surfaces iseg & jseg are perpendiwlar ~ set ipr= l  
! dotn = dot-product( xngi:,isegg), xng(:,jseg) ) 
! if ( abs(dotn) .LT. 1 A-OE ) i p r  = 1 
!.....if sufaacss iseg & j s q  share a mmmm edge - set ledg3=2 
call edge (md,nds,i$eg jw ikdge) ' .check 16 ccrnw point vector dot produds with %-face normals 
do 20 i=l,4 
nodei = nds(i,isq) 
co 10~=1,4 
nocej = nds(j,jseg) 
xij = rnd(,,nodej)- xnd( ,ncder: 
dotij = dotp.cduct( xij, mgi, img) ) 
d@tji = dot ppcduc$x~ xng[ ,jseg) ) 
if (dotij GT.zer3 .AND. dotji.GT.zero! k = k + 1 
1 0 can tir: ue 
2U wntinuf 
! .... set appropnate flags 
if ; k.ES.0 ) then 
elseif(k.hE.0 ,WD,  iedge.EQ 2) tien 
isee= 0 ! no see (total shadowing: 
can see (adlolnt) i w a =  I 
1 
isw = -1 
elseif ( CEC.16) then 
&Z? 
endt 
 id SL broutir e see 
' 
can see (ro shadminq) 
partial 
1-_3_-3f--_-C-C_-_--~-~-~ 
subroutine timedat(limd dat. nach) 
,-n*.11*rrm1.**rmm**m+HHmHH*mmH**w*rmum~~~ 
tt* !* return !ha current time, datR, ar3 mchins letter 
!- output 
!**' timd 
!**' dat the date in the forn rroida/yr 
!+++ mch the machine IeHer 
,~t~~***ttt*.Il***ttt.,t***tt*,Ht*ff.,.t*+m*,+t*+*tt*...*~*~*..*~~ 
*Fh 
* A 1  Ihe t,me of day In the form hh mrn:ss 
1** 
ff. 
chracter'8 : timd. Uat. m c h  
integer ': 1,j.k 
integer. dimeris or@) ::elements 
mc h='IBKR6000' 
call date-snd-time( values=eleneits ) 
i = ekmenk[Z) 
j = slemants(3) 
centuy: f ( Glements(1) LT 2300) then 
,.rr..,***m*.*H-Hm-r,.r**..*rrrmr~~rrrmrrrrxmrr.-r 
elsments(l)= elements(1) - 1900 
elements(1) = &menkjl)  - 7000 
RISE 
end lf century 
k =  Elernenls(1j 
writ~dat,'(i2."1".12.",".12) ) i d  ,k 





end submutine timdat 
cdl lib$stat-time~2,itl) vrns 
call Iib$stat-timer(3,il2) vrns 
call lib$stat-tim(4,it3:i vrns 
tim(l)= OISIm(it1) vms 
tin$?)= 001"float(id+i3) urns 
tim(3)=0. VflE 
call system clockicount=ltl ,count rate=itZ.munl rnax=iM) 
tirn(1) = real(tlpreal(it2) 
tim(2) = real(,t3preal{il2) 
tim(1) = etirw(e1imer; 
snd sumu!ine timuse 
Cp~io(',k)=CPUiO(l,k~ + t { l ) - q 2 U i U  
cpuio(' ,Sj = cpuia 1 8 )  + q u o ( l  ,kj 
cwio(l,k: = c ~ u w ( l , Q  + t(Z)-cpuid 















I*- f i r )  = file riame 
'*- u =unit number 
"" ibg= output unit number for reporting {optional;zIefauks lo 6)" 
1- ." 
**" p. t. william 
subroutine uopen-write( fin, 11, ilog) 
characler20, intent(inj fin 
integer, i n m t  (inj : u 
inteyer, cdenal . 11% 
integEr ,:lout 
declare cpen and inquirs statement variables 
charsideracC"1O ad"09, Mnk"l0, d e l * l O  dir*07, 8. 
1-  *+a 
1 1 " 1 1 * * * * 1 1 " 1 1 * 1 * * 1 1 " " ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * , , , , ~ * ~ ~ * , , , , ~ ~ = ~ ~ , , . ~ * - *  
I , * * * ~ * ~ t ~ ~ L L * ~ * ~ * ~ t ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ , ~ , * ~ * ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * " ~ , ~ * ~ , ~ ~ , " , ~ * * ~ ~ ~ , , , , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  
! 
fmrO8, frn'll, fn*15, pad'33, pos'g6. r"07. & 
W07, sq"07,  sta*07, unFl1, Wr 
lntqer ias, nr, num recl 
logical ax, nmd, od 
logical 800psneh 
eztf'nal fSOopeneh 
check to 5ee if ilog ,s present 
icut = 6 
( present{ ibg 1 ) iaut = ilq 
initialize open and irlquire statement variables. 
ad z' 
blnk = ' 
del =" 
ex =,FALSE. 
fm = "  
fh = "  
los = o  
fn = ' I  
nmd =.FALSE 
nr =!l 
num = G  
od =.FALSE. 
pad = "  
pos = "  
Ed=0 
rrv = ' ' 
seq = ' I  
sta =" 
unf = ' I  
w = ' I  , * * * * f * * n * * t * f * * ~ * + t f ~ ~ ~ # ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
I open the file 
! dsclaw local subprqrams. 
, * t * r r r r + r + t i r r m ~ + t i * t r h ~ ~ ~ t m c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~  
q 
' 
a& = ' I  
dir = ' '  
r =" 
open ( unit = u, flegin, form='unfomatted' & 
aainn+nte', $tatus='unkmwn', i@stal:im) 
If .NOT Mopeneh! 'open '. ios, lout ) )goto 1000 
yet the status of the fils 
inquire( m i l = u ,  iostat=ios. & 
I tft.+rrrmt.+ttrmt.ftt-*m*t,.t*ttf*.. 
! 
access=aa, actiun=aL!, 'Jlarik=bliik. deliin=del, B 
dired=dir, exjst=ex, forn=fm formatteHmt, B 
name=fn. named=nmd, nextrsc=nr, nurnber=riuni, B 
opsnad=od, pad=pad, position=pos, read=r, & 
reahvnte='w, recI=rxl, seq;lential=seq, & 
unformatted=unf w r l t m )  
! 
! 
I display nqurre q w o r d  values 
No0 fcmal Q1 h , 'mquiE keyword values . .  ') 
NOT ISOopeneh( 'inquire, ios inut) ) golo 1000 
wnte !iwt.WO) 
w 
write !Iwt,7000) acc, ad b.nk, del, dir, m, B 
fin. fm, fri i  ins, fn,nrnd 
7000 famat { I h  , l a m s  ' ,  a10, 5x,'acjon I, a9, & 
I 1 h ,'blank ' a10, 5r. 'delim I, a10, 8. 
I I h  'oirect ad, I l x ,  'exist 11, & 
/ I h  'file ',a15, Yom ' , a l l ,  & 
Ih , 'formatted a9. 6x,'iostat ',i5.5, 8. 
1ti , 'narne ', a15, 'named ', 11) 
w l e  !iou:&DO) nr, num od, pad, pos, r, & 
m, red, seq. urrf, u, w 
8OC f o m t  ( 1 h , 'iextrec ' , I55 lax,  'number ',i5.5. & 
! Ih 'spned ', I1 14x, 'pad ', a3, & 
! 'h  'pmition ' a6, 9xCread ', a7 & 
! :h . 'ream& I ,  a7, 8x,'recl ' , i l O , l 3 ,  & 
! 1 h , 'unit '.i5 5, IOX, 'write ' a7) 
1 h , 'sequenlial', a7 ex, ' u n f o m H e d  ', a l l  & 
got3 999 
I error handling 
1300 mntmus 
9110 f o m t  (/I h ,'error in uoper write! file = ',a1 5) 
write jioLt.gO3) fin 
dop 
999 monliriue 
End subroutine uopen-write 
65 
real (setpri :: fij,areai,areaj 
real (setpr) :: rmag,cosbi.mbj 
real (setpr) :: invpi 
intqer, dirwnsior$,numI) ' '  nds 
integer, dimer:sior!4,ndiu"ndrd] ': nia 
intqer, dimrsior{4.ndiv*nUw> : 7ja 
integer, diransiur$1umel) :: b e t  
iritayer, dirsnsior;4j . .  111 
integer , . riset,illag,indsxi 
integer 
integer : :  i s q  jseg,kseg 
: : ndiv2, ,j, k 











. . .  
wtite(*,'j Wwaa '  i q j s q , n s e t  
impi = 1 0/(4 Vataryl n)) 
fij = 0.0 
ouler oop: do 1=1 .ndiu2 
In = nia( : ,i:i 
do ti - 1.4 
x[ii) 7 xia:l ,ln(ii)j 
gii) = xi6;2>ln(ii)) 
z:ii) = xiz;3~ln(ii)) 
call gworn3d (x,y~,xd(l.'j,xCl(2.lj,~~l(3,1) vni(1). 8.
enddo 
vii(2),vni(3],areai) 
inner-loop. do j=1 ,ridiu2 
In = nja(:,j) 
xijj) = xja( 1 ,ln(i,)] 
= xja(Z.ln(i)! 
zu)  = xja(s,ln(L}) 
do 1 = 1,4 
r?nddG 
31 g e o d d  (X,Y,Z XCI{I ,2) X C I { ~ , Z ~ * , X ~ ( ~  z),vvn:(l),& 
vnj(Pj,vnj(3) areal) 
d (met NE. 0) then 
..... can differfntial surface I see differential surfaw J 
..... 3mSldErirx;l the subset Of third 5Jrf3CQ 3bSkJCbOTS 
30 
.. . 
do 30 k=l b e t  
kseg = ksel(k) 
c ~ l l  sectn (xnc,ndsjcls;ng,l 2 kseg,rRagj 
if(Rag EQl! cycle inner-logp 
mnthue 
87dsf 
xlculatw r vector: COS Si; cas bj, dfij 
r =xcl! ,2)-xcJc,l) 
rmq = sqfl(dat-pmduct(r r;') 
cosbi =dot pmdud(r,vni):mg 
msbj :dot product(r,vnfprrt3g 
ti] = fd + invp*cmbi'cosbi'a~ai'a~a~:rmag*Mg) 
d((wSbGT 3 C)AND(m$bjGTC,O)j $I 
end do inner-loop 
end do ouiir-loop 
indexi j s q  - keg t 1 
w i n d e x l j  = fl] 
end subrrjutine viewaa 
66 
real (setpr) dimnsion~3,rnaxl+l) :: xi1 
real (selpr). d imnsion~3,ml+l )  : :  xjl 
real (setpr): dimenslDn(nurrelj :' hw 
real (setpr) ' '  *,dxi dyi,dzi,dxhi,dyhi,dzhi 
real (sefpr) ' '  dx;,dyj,&j,r,rlag 
real (setpr) : twopr 
real (=@)I), parametzr : .  half= 0.5 
integer .: ISECJJSea 
integer .: Ij,lrldeXl 
Im"fcTr"m*mr*r-*mrxtx**~**+mc~+~~~~"nm 
twopi = F .Vatan( 7 ,  E) 
f = o c  
do 20 i=l,maxl 
dxi = xil(1 J+I) - xly I .I) 
dyi = xi 1!2,i+l) - xll(2 I) 
czi = xiI(3,i+l) - xil(3 i) 
dxhl= & i  * ha8 
dyhi = dy A ha8 
dzhi =&I ' half 
co 10 ]=I ,maxl 
&; = xjl(1 ,+I) - xjl(1 ,j) 
dy =xjl{2j+l) - xjl(2.j) 
dq = xjl(SJ+I) - xjl(3.j) 
r = Sqrl( (xjYl j )  + dxj'half - xil(7,d; - dxhi)*2 + 8, 
(xjYZ]) + dyj'half - xil(2,i) - 3Fi)"T + -5 
(xjY3 J) - dq"hall - xi(3,i) - dzh)?) 
IQI = logjr) 
f = 1 flW.J*(dXl*&j 
I C  rxntinJe 
2; continue 
index = jseg - iseg + 1 
frwindsxi) = 'i t w ~ p l  
End subroutins v l ~ o c  
! 




real (setpr), Iimension{2,numnp) :: xnd 
real (setpr), dimens on{numel) ' fmw 
real (setpr), Uimcnslan(4) ' ai,bi,gi 
rea' (setpr), dimension(4) : aj,bj,gj 
real (sewr). dimension(4) xlenr. den] 
real (setpr!. dimension(3) dr ds.dt.dx. p 
Ea1 (setpr) fj,r,$.t,xdlv,dl.summ 
real ( ~ ~ t p T j  cosM,cosph,theta ,ptii,ilmeya 
Ea1 {sfpr! v add,& 
real (serpr! PI, WPl 
I - " " * n * r - r * H w ~ m * m ~ r r - ~ - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ * ~ *  
intege-, dlnensiorl(6,nurnel:1 :: nds 
integer :: iend,jenb,i,j,k,nl ,n2 
integer :: n l  j,n2j,indsxl 
Integer :' isegjseg 
Integer :' ndh-nerv 
ndb-rew = ndh5 
pi - 4  O'atayl 0) 
twopi = 8 S'abn(1 I ] )  
lend = 4  
jend - 4  
du 19 1=1 ,lend 
, " l * ~ * * f , " f f * l * * l " " l ~ ~ * , ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ * * * , ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ , , ~ ~ * * ~ t t * , ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
11' = wls(i.iseg) 
n2 = ids!i+l,ijey; 
67 
dx = xnd( , n i )  - xnd(:,nf) 
xlenyi) = sqR(Uot-proUud(dx,dxc)j 
ai(#) = dx( 1 j I xkni(ij 
bi(i) = dx(2j I xleni(ij 
gi(i) = dx(3j I xleni:ij 
10 mntinue 
do 20 j=1 Jend 
n l  =ndsCj,jseg) 
n2 = ndsCj+l ,jw) 
dx = xnd( ,n2) -xnd(:,nl) 
xienl(j) = sqr(dotgmdudjdx,&)j 
aj(r ) = Ux( ' :s I xlenjaj 
bju) 7 dx(2) I xknfi! 
gju) = dx(9 I xlenfil 
20 mntinue 
fiJ = 0.0 
do MJ j-1 jend 
1111 = ndsujseg) 
n2j = ndsb+l j s q j  
dr 
r =sqrt(dot producI(Ur.dr)) 
du 5[! i= l  ,lend 
= xnd( ,n2j) - xnd!..nlJ) 
eta = ai[i)*aj9) + bih)'bjb) + gI(1)'gh) 
n' = nds(i,iseg) 
n2 nds(i+l , i sg)  
xdw real{ndh-new) 
dx (xrd(:,Q! -xnd(:,n')) lxdiv 
dl =xleni(i) !xdv 
p =mcj: ,n l ) -dxi2O 
sumrr = 1 3 a  
do 30 k=l ,ndrJ-nsw 
p = p  +dx  
ds = o -xndj: n' j j  
s = sqrt{eo!-produc!!ds.ds)) 
dl = p -xnU(.,nZfi 
1 = sqrt(do1 product!dt.dllj 
COW = dot-produd(ds. dr) ! (Ps) 
ajsph = dotpruduct(d1 dr) ; (Yt! 
wsth = min( 1 ,@,max(-l .O,custh)) 
beta actwjcosth) 
phl = acns(msph) 
omega = pi - theta - j h l  
v = s"sinjtheta) 
add = dl"(!'wsph'ixJt) t s*cc,sth*rq(s) + v=omqa 




CDsph = min! 1 .O,max(-1 .O,wlSFh]) 
fij = fij + etEsumm 
indexi 
frow(inJexi) = fg I twopi 
end submti ie viewrns 
= jwg - iseg + 1 
! 
68 
real (setpr) dirsnsior.(rurnel) :. yarea 
real (setpr) dimrsbr(numel) :. srnist 
real (setpr) dimer;sior(nmd) tranf 
real (setpr) dimnsbn(numel) r w r r  
raal [sstpr:, dimensior! (numsl'numel+numel),2 1 : :  f 
! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . , . , . . 
integer ' k, kk,I 
integer ' ij,ndo,nleR 
integer. dimnsion(1) : '  imax 
real (setpr) dimecson!5: fdum 
real (setpr) . avgerr 
real (setpi 1 .:mar 
real (setpr) ; non le r r  
real (setpr) : normZerr 
real (setpr) : stdm 
real (setpr) : s m m  
(MHH-H-M- 




( * * r * * n * f * * n * + r + * * * n * ~ ~ ~ r r t t t h ~ ~ - F t ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ *  
( * * r * r * r+* * *n* r t+* * *n* * t *m~ 
!.... create binaryfile , - ,+* f f - * * +, tt ft ff f +, 
write rjabsj n n o d e m  
write rJabsj nelernax 
write rjabsj numcl 
write (jabs! sgma 
write rjabs) solar 
c3 10 1=1,nurriel 
write(1ab) (nds(l,i).j=l,4) 
10 continue 
write [jabs! garea 
write (jabsj emisF 
writ4 (jabs) tranf 
write 'jabs) f 
call tiring (3) 
(*t*t*~****t*~*~"L**~H*II*L**l* 
! Cetemine mw sum error 
(rrmt.+ttrrrm+t,ttt.rrm 
write ( j w L t . l l U )  
CCI 60 1=1 numel 
wrrm = G.@ 
i o  50 j=l  ,nume1 
kk = indx( ,j) 
summ= summ + f{kk)Qarea(i! 
rowerr$) = abs(1, - sumn) 




? ,., aetsmine row sum error stakslics 
,-..*trrrm+.trrmt.--*-* 
maxerr = mwal( rcwerr; 
imax = mwloc( rwer r  ) 
riurmlerr = sum( IWW 
nunnZerr = q r t (  dol-prududjrowerr,rcwer'j ; 
avgerr = normlwrireal)wme,) 
r w r r  = nwerr - avger 
stderr = sqrt: dol_produdIrowerr,re~~/real(numel) 1 
write {jwt,l25) maxerr,imax[l). norm1 em>norrQerr, & 
augerr,stderr 
! .. wriie v i m  factor m a t h  
,l*****~*ll**lt*"*ll****lllll**i* 
! wriie ,&ut,lM) 
! ndo =numeli5 
! nlE4 = nurrel' 5'ndO 
! do IOU k=l mumel 
,t*H**+m*-H- 
! write bout.140) k 
! do 8C i=l ,rdo 
! do701=1.5 
! j (i-1)"5 + 
! kk = indx(k.j) 
! jdurn(1) = J  
! fdurn(l) = f(kk):garea(k) 
! 70 mntinus 
1 wntei'jou:l33) udurr(l),fduq ),l=1,5:1 
! YO continue 
!. ..... last h a  
! 
! do90I=l,nl& 
I j = ndo*5+ I 
! kk = indx(k1) 
! jdurn(lj=j 
! Mum(l) =f(kk)$area(k) 
r 90 contlnue 
! write Ocut,l30) Cjdu~l),fdum(lj,l=l ,n!&j 
! 100 continue 
if (nkftLE.0) gu to 109 
call liming :4) 
I 
110 fomat(!r *fmH.H*fmHmWHIH*HIL.n*l*rll*l*nml, &  
R O W  S U M  ERROR""-- 1 8 .  
row 1 .-raw sum')) 
I **n****,* 
1 ***tt*** "1*****1" " & * * * X I  "f**nff*n*m*t***l,, & 
120 format (15x,i5,lps12.4! 
CI & 25 Tom-tI ,, . X,I*.*l*tt***" A h*t*l* "11****1" *If*f**f,ff*-B 
;lX.---+ RW-S*Jm Error StFhShG & 
ilx,'*""-,"-.t, 
A X , '  sup l o r n  = ' 1 p.elC 3,' at row =' 15 8 
ilx, '  L1 nurr =', e l l ?  & 
ilx,' U n o m  ='- e13.3 & 
Ax,' mean = ' ,  elD.3 & ;lx,' std-dev =', e10.3j 
& 
130forrnat(5(14,1x,lpa10.3)j 
1 4 0 f o m t  (M, IX, '  th ~O~U'I 
V I E W F A C T 0 R S *m*Ft" I &  
,so fomt(/r * * r * * * r + * * m r * + r * w n h K m m c - ~ * /  . &  
4 1**1***,* 
4 I * * . * * * , , l * * . . * f r r r * n m t t * * ~ ~ ~ * h m t r * r c t r  r 
/ I  1 
end subroutine view 
intRfaca 
sumu9ne CDL ple jno:pl,isq,jsq, XoLplej 
integsr, dimansion(2 ") :: nocpl 
integer : :  iseg,jssg,icoLple 
enc subotiiinc! codm 
subrou5ns A~CJF: (xnd,nds,iseg,jseg iadgs) 
use seYrea1-h 
Ea1 jssfpr) dimr,sior:3,') :: xnd 
integer, dimsnsioy6.') :: nds 
70 
integer . isec, j~~g, iedge 
end sLbroutire scQe 
subroutine fwrite (frw,f.iseg) 
use setreal-h 
real (se'pr), dimension("] ::'row 
real (setpF), dimension(") :: f 
iniqer :: I S 4  
use setreal_h 
real (setprj, dimension(3,") ' '  x i d  
real (setpr). Uimension(3,'j ' ma 
integer d imnsloa(6 .~  nds 
End simnutine W i e  
suhroiitine gtida (xnd,nds,xpa. ida,kseg) 
End sub-ouune grida 
subroutine gndl (xnd,rids,xpl,kq) 
use setreal-h 
'ea: (setprj, dlmenslon(3,'j : :  xnd 
.ea1 (setpr), dirnensiori(3,') . .  xpI 
integer. dimnsion!&*j . .  nds 
integer 1 kseg 
u s  setreal-h 
real (setpr), dimension(3.") : :  xnd 
real (wtpr), dimension(3.") : xng 
real (wtprtpr), dimensioni3 ") : xcg 
intsger, dimer,sbn!6,"1 ' nds 
intFger, Uiner.sian(*i :. kblk 
integer, dinension(*i : ksFt 
integer iseg.jseg, i s e t  
JsE selreal-h 
real {setpr), iimnsion(3 ") : xn l  
rea (setpr), 31rnensim(3 ") .: xng 
iatsger, dimension(6,') :: nds 
intsger : :  isegjsy,  ises,isige 
end subroutine gidl  
submuilne obstr jxnd,nds,xng x q  kblk kse!,iseg,jssg.nsetj 
end rubmutine obstr 
ubfuutine sEe {xnd.nds,xng,iseg jsq,iseE,iEAge: 
end subrouthe see 
subroutine viewaa (xnd,nds,xia xja,nia,nja,xng,kset,'row, & 
isegjseg,ndh2 met;, 
USE setreal-h 
real (setpr), din~nsion(3,') : xrd 
real (setpr), dim~nsion(3,') : xia,xja 
real (setpr), dim~n~icn(3,') : wmg 
real (selv). dimmsiony) : frow 
integer, dimensiori(5,") .. ids 
integer, dimensiori(4,'I . .  wa,rija 
integer, dimension("j : kset 
integer : iseg,jssy.ndlvZ,nset 
en3 subroutine uiewza 
submutine viewcc !xil,xjl .W<keg, jseg) 
USF: setreal.,? 
real (sdpr) dimsnsion(3,*) :: xilscjl 
real (setpr) bimnsion(") ' '  frow 
imger : iseg jseg 
end subroutine vigwcc 
subroutine viewms !xnd.nds,frow,isegjsRg) 
u*setreal h 
real (selpr) dimension{3,+) : xnd 
real i,seIpfl dimensionr) .: frow 
integer, dirnens on(6,') , nds 
integer :. isey,jseg 









integer, dimension(4,nUiv'nohj '. ?la ! nla(4,ndb"ndh) 
!n?eger, dimension(4,idiv"ndh;i " nja ! nja(4,ndb"ndb) 
inkgei, dimension(nume1) :: kMk ! kblk(numeI) 
intyei, dimensioi(nume1) :: kset ksCt(numec, 
real (setpi) dimnsiun(3,rumnp) ' xnd ! xnd(3,nurmp) 
real (setpi), dimnsiun(nume1) : :  garea ! garea(numelj 
real (selpr) dimnsion(3,1wxl+lj :. xi1 ! xil(3,rnaxl-1) 
real (selpr) dimnsionj3,maxl+lj :. xjl ! xjl!3,niaxl-l! 
real (sdpr) dlmsnsion[3,max 
real (selpr) diwnfion!3,max 
real (selpr) diwnsinn(3,num 
real (selpr) diwnsion!3,nurnel) ~ xcg ! xog(3,numel) 
r d  (selpr) diTEnSiGn(nUWl) :' fmw ! frwnumel) 
real (setpr) di~nSiGn((nUmel""2tnUme~!2) ' '  f I f((numel"2+nurnel)Q) 
real3 dimen$ion((numer*2+nume~(2) ::flernp 1 flemp(numfl numel) 
rEal (setpr) d i rn~ns ion~(num~~2tn i1 rn~) (2)  - fsum ! fsurn(r8ums ,numal) 
r ~ l * 8  dimension({n ~rnel'"2-numel).P) :: ftsum ! fsum(nu msl,r urnel) 
integer : sendme, recdype sendmi 
integer : ndrv2,isqseg 
integer : isee.iedge,nset 
irteger : icouple.indwi 
irteger .: iviewcc,iviewms,wiewaa 
irteger : iwuiit, ieri 
:: nds ! nds:6,numel) 
: nocpl ' nocpl(2,ncpltl) 
! Parameters 
I h**l**ll I . * * n * l l . . * * m t l , ~ * + ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - , * . ~ - ~ ~  
n d f l  =ndw%dh 
iviewcc = 0 
iuieWmS=0 
i w l w a  = 0 
b u n t  = - I  




!$&LOCALriseg,jseg,indsxi,nia.njs, xil, XJI, xia, xja, trow, 
!$& Icoupb, met, isee. iedge) 
I$&REDUCTION!hiswcc,hl~aa ,iviewms) 
I$&MP-SCHEDTYFE=GSS 
outer-loop do i sq=1 ,numeCI 
rf(myPE.eq rootj then 
wnteijlq,'{i6." surfaces have heen prosssfd ",$)? & 
iseg 
writdjlog,'C'viewcc = " . i l O . " v m m s  7 ",i10, & 
" viewaa = ' , i l O ) ' ) r v i e w c s . ~ i e w ~ , ~ i ~ a ~  
endn 
endif 
frcw = 0.0 
frw( 1 ) = L O  
MII grid1 (xnd,nds.xil,iseg:i 
MII grida (xnd,nds,xia,n a . i w }  
6( ~ d ( i s ~ , l O j  EQ 0) t h i n  
I " " f * * ~ * t ~ , , r r r r * ~ F l ~ ~ ~ * t c * t m  
I ...... .vewfactor jseg inner-loop 
I * * * * ~ * ~ * l l l l * l l * * l l ~ , ~ ~ ~ * ~ , . . * ~ , ~  
inmi locp co JSeg=lSeg+l ,numl  
nsct = 0 
If [ncpl .GT. 0) then 
I Qlsck if iseg and p g  muale 
call couple(nocpl,iseg,.w ,tcouplc) 
rf ( icuupk .Ea. 0) then 
indexi = jscty - isey + 1 
f r w (  xi ) = D.C 
WCIE ianer-loop 
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l v i m a  = ivlewaa + 1 
a1 yrida (xnd nds,xja.nja,jseg] 
call viewaa (xnd ,nds,xia ,xja.nia,nja,xng,ksel.frow, & 
iseg,jseg, idiv2met) 
eke 
I * ~ * l ~ - u . - - + ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * , " . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~  
! .......... loentfy tha siibwt ofthe obstniding surfacss k that 
1. .... ebsttud the view between surf-,ces I and J 
~ 1 1 " " l _ t * l * * l " L 1 * ~ * ~ * ~ , ~ * * * ~ * t . ~ L * * * . ~ . t * ~ f f . ~ t t * f m ~ t f ~ t . ~ t  
call obstr (xndnds , x n g , x q  .kblk,kset.i$eg jwcg,nset) 
if((nset.EG1 0) AND [isee EQ.1)) *en 
'., ........ ..no third surface blockage - - use rxntrjur iriteyra uri 
f(ifdge.EQ 1)  lhen 
lviewcc = iviewcc - 1 
Call grid1 (xnd,nds,xjl,jsey; 
call view= (xil,x; ,fiw,iseydseg) 
ekef (iedgE,EQ,2] then 
kiewms = k i m  + I 
call viswrns (xnd,nds,frow,iseg,jseg) 
endt 
91se 
I... ....... .ihird surface blockaga-- USA area integration 
hiEwaa = higwaa + 1 
c a  grida (xnmdsrja IjajsEg) 





!... ... end dviewfactorjsEg inner..lwp 
,-r++*tarc+lnnmnc*mn*.nnm*l* 
end do maer-loop 
,*f*l*.~mc*~HHmHH**.HI*IW*mHmm*~*l-f**l~m* 
! ...... afler having ralculated the necessary elements in 'ow I s q ,  
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! n m  ~ O E  in global w a y  
!$PAR CRITIC ALSECT IO N 
call Wrile (frow,f,isy) 
'$PW ENDCRTTICALSECTION 
,-"t*fCmn**-HH-".xx-* 
! ...... end of view factgr iseg outer-loop 
,-HHHm*m"ttrt*H*l*******t 
recvtype = MPI-DOUBLE-PRECISION 
sendtype = recvtype 
sendcnt = m x 3  
d(kind(one),eq.kind(l .Odl):i) the1 
mII MPI-AMmduce( f fsum. sendcnt. sendtype, MPI-SLIM, & 
MPI-COMM-WORLD, kr r  j 
f = kum 
else 




write~lq,'{rE," su6aCes have beer. processed. ".$]')nume1 
~ r i t ~ ~ i ~ , ' { " v i ~ ~ = " , i I O " v i a u m ~ = " , i l O ,  & 
" viewaa = ",ilO)')iviewcc,iviewrns iviawaa 
endif 
end subroutine view3d 
call MPI-Allreduce(ftemp,Rsum. sendcnt, smllype MPI SUM. A 
MPI-CCMM WORLD ierr ) 
1 
, L * f f f * . H . * M * f ~ t f f r m ~ t f t m + . + c m ~ + . + r m ~ + t t * r m * * * * . ~ H .  
subrouliw factor!f, smid,tranl,gar~a,r~unlel ,rlf-wt,nf-log) 
I+rm""t**nn*.H-nrr-rr*m+r++*nnc+r-nrrmrmr*m*rmr 
! PURPOSE. 
! Carries outan LU factorization of AMAT 
1 INFLTARGUMENTS: 
1 nf-log = unit rurnberfor Iwfile 
1 




! '** nterface Prototypes '" 
I I * ~ f * * ~ ~ L L * * f * * * ~ * t * t ~ f ~ t t  
interfaw 
subroutine check albc(slrir1g ,ellDl,rlerI, r tou t )  
character'( '1 slrin g 
integer iien,ril_ou: 
integer error[nsrr) 





end subrwtlne check-deallor, 
submtne check-bs :string1 ,stting2,ios,n-out] 
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charackP~) string 1 
chaacter'y) string2 




end subroutine check io$ 
subroutine get unit(nf unit: 
en3 subroutine gstunit 
end interface 
Local variables 
integer nf-bin ,rt-fact.nf l q  ,n' out,i.j,k.ios 
integer dimens,on( 15) :- Ermr 
Iqiwl mists.ccmeded 
integer ~umel.nnodemax,nelem~,~i~b,intu 
i fal $etprj sigma, solar 





real !setpr;,dimnsion[numl) :: gama! garea!numel) 
real !setFr),dimension!(numel'numsl + numelji2) ~ f 
real (setFrJ,bimension(numal) :: amisf! srM(numel) 
real !setpr!,cimension(numslj :: tranf! tranf(nume1) 
real (setpr) ,d imension(:;) .allocatable ' '  AMAT !AMAT(nu mel,numel) 
real 
mal jsetpf:,UimRnsionInunelj :: emisf-inv 




,dimerisiun(:. :] ,allwtable , rids ! rids[4,numel) 
,aimension!:! .allocatable : IPN ! IPIV(numel: 
,dmmSioi(~,~) allocatable " AMAT-S 'Single Precisian 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.......................................................... 
Paramstars 
real (setpr) peramter :: one = 1 0 
real (setpr), parameter :: zero = S 0 
logical , parameter : SCA-APACK = .TRUE 
! ....................... 
! Data statements 
data exist9 FACSE.l.mn~ectsdi FALSE I 
data ~-bin/X/,n-faW27/ 
.+--*_mw 
a l l w t e  HEAP memow 
c* - - - * - * n 
maxb = (wmeTnumEl + nurnel)Q 
allocate ( AMAT(nurnal,numel). stat=smr( 1) 1 
allocate IPlV(~umel), stat=errofl2] ) 
alloBte ( AMAT-S(numel,nurnel), sta'mrror( 3: j 




I Construd A M T  
I --*- 
if(myPE.sq.rmt) thw~ 
wite (nl log.'j'CONSTRUCTING AMAT.")') 
end f 
ernisf-inv = one lm is f  
garea-inv = orB'garea 
row-loop: do k = l  numel 
mlumn-lmF: do j=l  ,nurrel 
if {k .E,3. j) iher! 
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deltak] =one 
deltak] = zero 
BlsB 
endif 
Fkj 7 f( ndx:k,l;)+gareE. inv(k) 
AMAT[k.G = (deltab'emisf inv(l)j - & 
(uriee,nisllJ)-tranf(I))"ernisf-trivrJ)"Fly 
end do mlumn-bop 
end du rw-loop 
lf  (scalapack) than 
mil trr&rix(AMAT, R V ,  numl) 
ekaf (myPE.q.nol) then 
! * I l * * t * * ~ * ~ * * * t t * ~ * * * ~ * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ , ~ ~ * * * ~ * , ~ ~ * * * ~ * , , ~ , * * ~ * , , ~ , * *  
! C a v  out LU factonration dAh4AT 
! Check forthe Eal-type and use appropriate built .I BWSRINPACK 
! otherwise copy to single precision and a l l  built-in IiCraries 
! ****~*.*****tt*.m*m*..+tm,,tt+tm~,~+tm*.,tttm*.rttt* 
ifhnyPE eq.root) the? 
wnte {nf log,'(' BLOCKCEO LU FACTORIZATION BEGUN 'r) 
endlf 
ii(land{one).eq.hnd(l .OdO;) Wen 
call cQetrf( numel,numel,AMAT,iumet,lPIV,info ;,
elserf(kind!wlE).eq.kind(l 0)) then 
all sqstrf[ numel,num ,AMAT,numl,lFIV, r r f ~  ) 
else 
AMAT-5 = real[AMAT? 
call s g M (  numel,numl ,AMAT-S,numl, IPIV.infD : 
M T  =AMAT-S 
endif 
f(myPE eq root) then 
wti& (r~-log,'(' BLOCKEC L I I  FACTORIZATION COMPLETEE "): 
eidil  , -ttmtmttrt+ttrm 
' Check solution flag INFO 




0. il INFO = -I, the Gth argumnt hac an illegal value 
> 0, if INFO = i, J(i,i; is exactly zem, The factorizzion 
has been COmplBtGd, out the factor U is exactly 
singu.ar, and division by zero will occur f it is used 
to s o h  a system of equalions 
I 
1 
i f(  info NE. 0) ihm 
write(nf-log,'(Y "*'ERROR in FACWR!")'j 
write(nf-log,'( !' LU factorization d AMAT failed ''Y! 
wnk[nf log.'( INFO = ",it33 info 





I write out LU factorizalion 
call get-un,t(nf-fact) 
open (Lnit = nf-factJIs=ractor.bin',form='unfo~n~d', B 
action=+ms'. statuF'unknavn, bstat=ios> 
 all cheh-ios {'FACTOR' fador.bin',ics,nf_out] 
write (nf-log 
write (nf fad) lPlV 
write (nf fact} AMAT 
rewind {nf fact) 
close (urit=vf fad,status='keep: 
erldif 
I HIM-RHH-H- 
Writing LU factonration to fador bin")') 
! -*---- 
! deallacate HEAP mernurf 
I ----*-- 
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deal lmte ! 
d s a l l d e  ( 
d e a l l d e  ! AMAT-S, staMrror(3) ) 
MII chd-dsa I oc('FAm0R ,s-mr,3,n-nut;i 
AMAT, stahnor; 1 j 
IPIV. sta!=moor( 2 )  ) 
end subroutine factor 
s u m A n e  tmatnx(Amal IPIV, riumel) 






! strage for parallel Bcalapack 
! -I--I_- 
INTEGER GLEN- 
PARAMETER (OLEN = 3 )  
INTEGER 
PARAMETER ICTX_=?,M-=3 ,N- :4  MB-=5,NB =Ei) 
INTEGE4 RSRC-, CSRC- 1 IT- 
PARAMETER (RSRC = 7  CSRS =8,  LLU - 9 )  
dclublepreaslol . tl  .t2 
doublepreusicn.sxter,ial nip-dine 
ir:eger: numel 
doublaprer;isiun, Faramekr : on€ = 1 ,MO 
doubleprecision, paramete, :zero = 0.0dO 
doubleprezision :: alpha,bsta, norm2 
doubleprecison, parametar ': UN3EFtNED = -599.MP 
doublepreckion, dimension( numel,numslj ' '  Amat 
doublfpwision, allmatie, dimension(:) : :  A 
integer, dimersion!DCEN-j descA,descX.descB 
doublepreus on, allocatable. dimension(:) :. work 
integer, allowtable. dimtision(:j . .  DIVG! 
inleger ,dinlension(riumel) .: IPIV! IPlV(nurnel] 
CTn- ,  M-, N-, MR-, NB- 
Erc csrc, Ild.imntxt info 
, nprow,npool, mqd,npmc 
e, Loc- raw, Lac-rn I,  n rh s 
dousleprecision : AIj,Xij 
charactwlen=.l) ' sufh 
intEgEr IJ, i w j c o l ,  Ir,lc,ipos 
intqer iaja, incX.incY. ineed 
logical ismine, isok, IS snlilll 
iiiteyfr, axternal .: nurnrx 
integer : irpmt,icpmt. noutA,noutB,mctX 
! 
I setup parallel enuironwnt 
I 
call Jlacspinfc( myrd, n p m  1 
lf<nproc H 1) the1 
wnle(*,'rblzs pinfo returns myld,npruc ''.2(1~,19))'j niyid,nmc 
stop "blacs not setup " 
eridii 




! setup prowssorgnd 
nprow = -1 
npml= -1 
d3 n;lruw=iFll~sqTt(dble(rlpmc)!)+l ,',-I 
enddo 
npcol = nprodnp:ow 
if !nprow"npcoI sq.nprcc) exit 
call blacs-gridinit( icontx3 'row-majot, nprciw,npcoQ 
call blacsgtidinfo( imnM, npmv npml. myrow. mjml) 
if (myd eq 0) then 





! ;or prwcessor '001' 
! 
nay  n e ~ 3  toopen Merentf i la like 'out38.001' 
sumiv = '.OW 
s~fh(4:4) = cFar(icha-i'O') + mod( myid, 10)) 
srrffcr(3:3)= cbar(,char('O'j t mMd( myiW0, l O j )  
s~flk(2:2) = char(ichar('0'j t mod( myidi100,IO)) 
I 
I SE~L p descriptor 
0 
m = n L m l  
n = m  
mS = 50 
rib = 50 
Isrc = 0 
csrc 0 
if (rnyld.q.0) then 
wdf 
wrlts(+,'("m,n ",2(lx,i6) " rnb nb '',2(1x~i6j~:1 8 
m,n, mb,nb 
IICI = ~ X ( I  numroq m mb, rsrc,rryrour, nFmw 1) 
wII desanll( des&, tnn, mb nb, rsrc,csrc, icontxt, lld. info j 
if (irifo.rie.0) tkr 
write!",'(""" desanitfor dEscA &urns infc = ",lx i9f) in% 
stop '** error*" 
endf 
c ~ l l  descinit( descX, m,l, no.nb, rsTc,csrc, iconbtt, :d, info ; 
tl (Inlo.ne.0) than 
wrh~ , ' ( " * *  descinit fordescX rfturns infa = ",lx,iq)') infc 
stop '* ?mor '* ' 
endf 
call descinit{ descB. m.1, mb,nb. rsrc,cs~c. icontxt. lld. i n b  1 
i [info ne 0; then 
wnte('.'('"desunit f o r d e d  rsturns I fo  = ",lx,i9)') infa 





LDC-~OW = rnax(1 ,numrcc(m,nb,mrc,mymu ~prow)) 
Lcc-cor = max( 1 numroqn nb,rs'c,myml,npcol)) 
heed = Loc-row Loc-ml 
Aslze = n e e d  +I  
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do i-7 ,Asire 
qi) = UNDEFINED 
enddo 
! initfallre lwei parto1 matrix 
! 
do j=1 ,E 
do i=j,n 
call infog2li i,j, des& nprownpcol myrow,mycd, & 
lr,lc, irow,icoI ) 
Ism,ie = {Imw eq myrowj.and.(iml .&'. mycol) 
if (ismins) then 
ipos = ir + $il]"desc4(LLD-) 
A(ipos) Amat(1.j) 
E n d  
enddo 
enddo 
! ... ... .. 
! 
I ... __ 
wpy ower parttc uppertnangular p a l  
call blaa-barrier[ imntxt, 'All'j 
t l  = rnpi_wtime() 
d o , = l , i  
istart = j 
lend = m 
lstze = iend - Hart t 1 
incX = 1 
incY = descA(hl_! 
if(&ize .ge 1) then 
wlt FDCOPY: ishe. A.istart,j,#eescA, incX & 
e r i M  
enddo 
A,l,lstart,descA, incY 
call blacs- barrier( icciW 'AI') 
t2 = mpi_mim( j
d{myld.eq.Oj ihen 
endif 
wrik(*,'f'time fartranspose copy is ",lx,lpd14.4j') p t l )  
I 
I xrformfactotization 
I .. _ _  - 
mI1 blacs barrier( iwnkt, 'AI) 
tl = mpi Mime() 
ia= 1 
ja= 1 
call PDGETRF( m,n, A,la,ja,dsscA, pivot, info ) 
if (info.ne.0) ihen 
endf 
cal, blacs_bamer( imnlxt, 'All') 
t2 = rrpi wtirne{;~ 
irrfo=O 
wfe(','("PDGETRF returns Info = ",lx,B)3 info 
stop "'* armr " 
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if (myid.eq.0) then 
endil 
writer,'( 'time lor POGETRF rS ' , I  pe14.4)') ( W l )  
I 
! stop parallel environment 
I 
MII blacs-gridexiv icontxt; 
return 
end subroutine tmatrix 
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